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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, Jine 23
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ones Home Free
s Representative;
ounty Races Fill

In Romance Rumor

Caldwell Democrat Has

Legislature; Mrs. Towery
Is candidate

William L Jones, candidate
r State representative on the
i• mocratic ticket. has no oposition, either Democratic or
publican, and the deadline for
ling the State offices is alady past. Mr. Jones represent.
Caldwell and Trigg counes in 1942-43.
A feminine hat was tossed in
e sheriff's ring this week when
rs. W. Otho Towery, wife of
e incumbent, filed for the
s. ocratic nomination to that
Published reports linking the
etre. Deputy during her hus- name of Suzanne Perrin
(above),
opposifires
she
term,
and's
28-year-old New York girl, with
the
men
in
least
six
n from at
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., could
•rirnary race.
not be verified as efforts to reach
In county offices it is possible Miss Perrin were unsuccessful.
o opposition will be encounter- She is the daughter of Mrs. Lee J.
by Clauscine R. Baker (D), Perrin, widow of a New „York
ho has filed for county at- lawyer. Roosevelt in Washington
Clyde Spickard (R), said "I know nothing about it."
lbert M. McCaslin, (AP Wirephoto)
roner;
(D), ma: trate, District No. 1;
alvin t tes (R), magistrate,
District No. 7; Herman P. White
(D), magistrate, District No. 4,
end W. Frank Riley (R), magistrate, District No. 5.
There was, however, anothe.
Chosen It. Gov. And
day left to file for these races
when The Leader's check was Attorney General Of
made.
Girls State
Besides candidates already
Rose Marilyn Beck was electmentioned, those who have filed
ed
lieutenant governor
and
since the last report are Glover
J. Lewis (D), Mitchell Chit (R), Patsy Horn, attorney general, of
and Fredrick McConnell (R), all Kentucky Girls State last week
for sheriff; Clyde 0. Wood (D), in Lexington. Miss Beck was
county judge; Mrs. S. J. Larnominated by the federalist
kins (D) and Miss Maggie M.
unbar (R), tax commissioner; party and Miss Horn by the
Philip Stevens (D), county clerk; nationalist. Both will be seniors
Woodrow W. Thomas (D), mag- at Butler High School next fall.
istrate, District No. 3, and Ray Chosen governor was Ruth
e Martin (D), magistrate DisBishop, Madisonville, nominat-: No. 6.
ed by the federalist party. Six
names
are
Candidates whose
of the nine offices went to Westto appear on the ballot in the
ern Kentucky girls, the other
primary election Saturday, Aug.
three being Patsy Adams, fed6, will draw for position at 2
eralist, Rockfield, secretary of
o'clock Friday afternoon, June
,Williams, Paducah,
24, in the county clerk's office, state; Joys.
Philip Stevens, county clerk, nationalist, clerk of the court of
appeals, and Junel West, Sturgis,
said.
This is necessary only when nationalist, treasurer.
Others elected were Mary
more than one candidate is running for the same office, he add- Martha He.hman, South Newport, federalist, auditor; Patricia
ed
Sullivan, Covington, nationalist,
superintendent of public instruction, and Joan Finch, Louisville,
federalist, commissioner of agriculture.
Misses Beck and Horn were
sponsored to attend Girls State
Princeton Girl Honored week by the Orange Carlisle
Post, American Legion AuxiliAt Y-Teen Camp In
ary, and by the Business and
Tennessee Last Week
Professional Women's Club. DiSara Richie was elected the anne
Carter, Fredonia
High
"Spirit of YWCA" at closing School. attended under the sponceremonial Sunday at the Y- sorship of the Legion Auxiliary
Teen conference at Camp Hy- Post there. Mrs. Alvin Lisanby
Lake, near Quebec, Tenn. She attended as group sponsor. Girls
was also president of one group State is sponsored by Legion
of 25 girls during the conferAuxiliary Posts.
ence which lasted from June 13
to 20.
Also attending the ceneference Local Golfers Enter
from Princeton was Ann Quisen- Tourney At Paducah
berry. these two girls being the
Willard Moore, with 79 for
only ones from this area attend- 18 holes, qualified for the chaming the meeting.
pionship flight in the State AmaThe program, which followed teur Golf Tournament being
the theme "Growing. Up, Going played over the Paxton Park
Up," included worslhip hours, course, Paducah, this week. L.
recreation and talks by leaders. M. Fleming, Dawson Springs,
The camp is the one used each playing as a member of the
summer by cal'qs of Castle Princeton club, was in the same
Heights Military AZ.ademy, Leb- flight, with an 86. Qualifying
anon, Tenn.
play continued Wednesday, with
match play scheduled to start
James W. Lisanby Spends
Thursday morning.

Butler Girls Named
"State Officers"

Sara Richie Chosen
'Spirit Of YWCA'

W.
Lisanby, student at U. S. Naval
Academy. Annapolis, Md., is
spending a 40-day leave with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
Lisanby, Eddyville Road.

Return To Princeton
Mr. and Mrs. Pqomer Carnahan and children have returned
to Princeton after eight months
in Gary, Ind. They are now living at 204 Baldwin street.

uy W. blackburn ee s
Office Of County Judge
TO THE VOTERS
OF CALDWELL COUNTY
I announce my candidacy for
County Judge of Caldwell County subject to the Republican
Primary election, Auguest 6. I
am a life-long Republican; was
born and reared in the Farmerselle community; and have been
Chiefly occupied in farming.
This is the first time I have
;treed for public office, and
friends have encouraged me to
enter the race. I am a graduate
^f high school; a veteran of
Wprld War II, receiving honorable discharge from the servlee; and have a devoted interest in the general welfare,
procr'''kc and betterment of th•

Housing Needed
For Gas Pipe Line
Workers July 1

CAI F GETS HAIRCUT FOR SHOW

county.
I recognize the responsibility
of the county judge's office, and
to that. fact I have given due
consideration as regards my
qualification, and in my decision
to become a candidate. If nominated and elected, I shall faithfully and efficiently perfoMn
the duties entrusted to me by
the people.
Please regard this announcement as my personal "solicitsticrn of your vote, influence, and
full support; and to the extent
that it is possible I shall endeavor to See and talk with all the
voters during the campaign
'Sincerely,
Guy W. Blackburn

Citizens Committee
Housing accomodations needed
when workers arrive to lay the
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation's pipe line will include 60
apartments and room space for
150 men, as well as parking
space for 30 to 35 trailers, San
Steger, chairman of the industri
al sdb-committe eel the Citizen
Committee, announced.
Workers will arrive shortl
after July 1, and will remain
through November, it was stated. Those who have accomodations are rejauested to register
them with the C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency, Phone 2441;
Kelsey Cummins Real Estate,
Phone 3555; John E. Young Insurance, Phone 2620, and Charles
J. White Real Estate,Phone 2375,
as soon as possible, Mr. Steger
said.
Several hundred men in this
area will be hired to work on
the project,- Mr. Steger has 'been
informed. 'Further information
on this will be received in the
near future.
"We are urging the people
here to charge only a fair rent
for their apartments and rooms,"
Mr. Steger said. "We realize
there is a great temptation to
charge high rents to these people who must have places to
stay and whose wages are able
to take care of this cost.
"This method would bring in
a little more quick money for
four or five months, but the
damage it could do is eholinous.
For example, some one wants
to move to Princeton to set up
business. The first question asked is about rents, and if these
are high the prospective resident will assume all other living expenses in the town are in
line with rents and may take
his business elsewhere.
"Princeton is a good location
for one or more small industries,
and here again, if a survey of
the field ehows rents out of line,
the town may lose a profitable
industry.
"These people who might be
permanent dwellers here can't
know the rents were raised just
to get the dollars from the pipe
line workers. If they did find
out, it certainly wouldn't be a
recommendation for the people of
the community.
"Let none of us put the bite
on the transient for a fast dollar
and lose permanent residents
because of our greed," Mr. Steger
concluded.

Union Services
To Start July 24
Five Bodies Recoveded
Presbyterians, Cumberlands To Take Part
Six weeks of Sunday night
union services were planned
Monday afternoon by Dr. Summers Brinson, pastor of Ogden
Memorial Methodist Church; the
Rev. David W. Schulherr, pastor
of Central Presbyterian Church;
Alton Templeton, chairman of
the official board of First Christian Church, and Robert Coleman,
representing Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Services will begin Sunday
night, July 24, in the Methodist
Church with the REV. George W.
Filer, pastor of First Christian,
as speaker.
Rev. Mr. Schulherr will preach
July 31 at the Cumberland Presbyterian Church. A community
sing is planned for August 7 in
the Presbyterian Church. The
Cumberland Church will supply
a minister at the Christian
Church August 14, and Dr. Brinson will preach at the CumberAugust 21.
land Church
special communion service is
planned for August 28 at the
Christian Church.
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All Corn [oans
Called Because
Of Moth Damage

Dies In Fire

;
r a' as Fields a
g Ves calf aircut in preparation
for calf show at Paducah next week. Miss Euleer Hamilton is
ready to give manicure if "customer" is willing. Calf is one of
several produced by artificial semination through auspices of
Kentucky Artificial Breeding Association. Junior Chamber of
Commerce is sponsoring show.(AP Wirephoto)

Veterans To Get Cash
Refunds On Insurance
fly

Alisociated

Prens)

Washington,—Cash refunds totalling $2,800,000,000 will begin
about next January to some 16
million World War II veterans
who took out GI life insurance
policies, it was announced this
week.
Government officials predicted
the money will serve as a
healthy "shot in the arm" for
business in 1950.
The officials noted that the
$2 billion payoff on terminal
leave bonds in 1947 provided a
sizable stimulus as reflected on

Princetonian Is
Rotary Governor
Mark Cunningham Is
Honored At Internatioiial Convention
New York, (Special)—Mark
Cunningham, owner of an insurance agency in Princeton, was
elected an officer of Rotary international, world-wide service
organization ,of 1949-50, at Rotary's 40th annual convention in
Madison Square Garden, New
York City. Mr. Cunningham was
one of 186 District Governors
elected to supervise activities of
Rotary Clubs in Europe, Asia
and Africa, and North, South
and Central America.
Mr. Cunningham is education
chairman of the Citizens Committee of Princeton, and has
been treasurer of the Red Cross

sales charts. Most veterans
promptly cashed their bonds.
Under the new payments, announced by Veterans Administrator Carl R. Gray, Jr., each
exservice man or his heirs would
receive an avergea of about $175.
Gray said, however, the calculations on the vast operation have
not been completed.
The VA chief indicated the
checks will start going out
"sometime in January, 1950",
but an Capitol Hill, Rep. Keating
(R-NY) demanded that congress
set Oct. 15 as the deadline.

Pepper And Johnstone
Are Legal Associates
C. A. Pepper, a leading attorney at the bar here for
some years, and Ed. H.
Johnstone, who recently located here for the practice
of Law, have formed an association for the general
practise of their profession,
it was announced this week.
Mr. Johnstone will move his
law office to Mr. Pepper's
offices immediately, he said.

Fayette Girl Wins
Press Essay Contest
Lexington, June 22—AP—The
Kentucky Press Association announced today its Opportunity
Savings Bond Essay Contest was
won by Anette Allen, of Fayette
county, and Jim Hurt, of Harrodsburg. Hurt, 15, won the high
school division and Miss Allen,
13, took first place in the elementary division. The winners will
receive bonds worth $25 at maturity.

All loans on corn have been
called in the State because of
Angoumois moth damage, AAA
officials here were advised at a
meeting of 26 counties Friday in
Madisonville.
Counties where most damage
is done will be asked to ship:
their corn first, Willis S. Traylor, Caldwell county AAA chairman, said. As corn in Caldwell has not been damaged to
date, it is expected that shipping instructions for removal of
loan 'corn will not be received
for another monthh, he said.
Farmers will be given 10 days
to decide if they want to redeem
the corn by paying off the loan
or let the corn go to Commodity
Credit Corporation, Mr. Traylor said. Samples on loan corn
taken recently show Caldwell
county corn to grade 1 and 2,
which is good, the chairman
said.
Attending the meeting were
Mr.
Traylor,
Committeemen
Everett B. Creasey and E. W.
Lamb and Mrs. Lillian Pruett,
chief clerk and secretary.
Mr. Traylor and Mrs. Pruett
will attend a meeting Friday
in Hopkinsville to hear discussions on 1950 wheat allotments. They will probably receive instructions for the preparation of 1950 listing sheet to
establish allotments. These allotments will be established, if
determined necessary, on farms
producing wheat in 1947, 1948 or
1949 and those which expect to
seed wheat for harvest for grain
in 1960. A new wheat allotment
cannot be considered unless
farmers requests are received in
the ACA office not later than
August 15, Mr. Traylor said.

Conductor In I. C. Hospital
J. W. Holman, Paducah, Illinois Central Raildoad conductor
well known here, is in the I. C.
Hospital there for treatment following a heart attack

Council Orders
New Fire Truck

Hospital To Be
200 Feet From
U. S. Highway 62
Will Be In Center Of
Lot, North-South;
Ground Breaking Ceremonies Held Sunday

Caldwell County Grain
Not Affected Yet, So
Shipping May Be
Delayed Month

"Charge Only Fair
Rent," People Are
Urged By Member Of

No Opposition For

Leave With Parents Here
Midshipman 1-c James

Community Newspapers Are Not Alike ...
Put Your Own Yardstick Upon Those
Serving Your Town And County

The new hospital will be located in the center of the lot,
north-south, and will -be 200
feet from the highway, Chairman Simmons said this week.
First contractor on the ground
was the Larkins Plumbing Co.,
Paducah, successful bidder on
tele plumbing work, who began

k
Rotary To Turn Over
Hospital Pledge
Rotary Club decided Tuesday night to turn over to the
Caldwell County War Memorial Hospital fund its pledge of
$1,500, Dr. Noah T. Cole, secretary, announced. All money
pledged to be paid upon the
breaking of the ground is now
payable, Chairman Thomas J.
Simmons said.

Mrs. Virginia James Wiltgen
Brushnahan (above), 26, and her
two-year-ofte, daughter died in a
fire in their cabin at Lakeport,
Calif., last week. Her husband,
Stephen Brushnhan, is in jail
charged with murder in tile
deaths. He- was arrested at the
funeral of the two,-((AP Photo) his
preliminary survey Monday.
One truckload of material was
placed on the site Monday by
the general building contractor,
the J. D. Jennings Corp., of
Louisville, who expects to 'b-gin
other work Thursday. John A.
Will Continue Through
Williams is superintendent for
July 15, At Kuftawa
the Jennings company and is
here on the job.
Springs
The excavation sub-contract
The Western Kentucky Young
People's Baptist Camp, set up was let this week to a Louisfor members of Caldwell Asso- ville firm, Mr. Simmons said
ciation of Baptists as well as he was told, after local bulldozer
others in thhis area, opened operators had been given an opMonday it Kuttawa Springs, portunity to bid.
The first spade of dirt was
Mrs. Marshall Etheridge, associational young people's direc- turned by Mayor W. L. Cash
and County Judge Clyde 0. Wood
tor, announced.
The first session, for Inter- Sunday afternoon at ground
ceremonies,
which
mediate Girls Auxiliary, will breaking
continue until Saturday. The re- were attended by a large crowd.
mainder of the schedule is. The invocation was said by the
Royal Ambassadors (first week), Rev. H. G. M. Hatler, pastor
of First Baptist Church. Music
June 27-July 1; Young Women's
Auxiliary (weekend), July 2-4; Was furnishhed by the. Butler
Royal Ambassadors (second High School Band, under direcweek), July 4-8, and Junior Girls tion of K. V. Bryant. Julian Littlepage was master of ceremonAuxiliary, July 11-15.
ies.
:Baptist young people of Prince-,
ton who would like to attend
the camp are requested to contact Mrs. Ethridge. Camp activities will include study peroids,
worship services and recreation,
she said.

Baptist Camp Is
Open For Month

Oldham Elected
District Chairman

Loan Association Will
State Health Department Pay $6,500 Dividend . .
A dividend distribution in exApproves Plans For
cess of $6,500 will be made to
Filtration Plant
shareholders of the Princeton

Roberts Is ViceChairman In Soil
Conservation
W. P. Oldham was recently
elected chairman of the board of
supervisors, Caldwell County Soil
Conservation District, Oliver C.
Allcock, soil conservationist, announced.
Donald Roberts was chosen
vice-chairman and Porter M.
Sell was re-elected secretarytreasurer. M. P. Brown, Jr., and
Edwin Lamb are the other two
members
of the new board,
and were elected recently to succeed James G. Neal and Ancil
Vinson.
Mr. Vinson was chairman the
last three years.

At Monday night's Council
Federal Savings and Loan Asmeeting, attended .by all counsociation of record June 30, 1949.
cilmen and the mayor, it was
The dividend was voted at the
voted to purchase a new fire
meeting of the Board of Directruck from the Central Fire
tors last Friday night.
Truck Company, St. Louis. Detors last Friday night. Directors
livery of the truck will be made
attending the meeting were Dr.
within six or eight weeks.
W. L. Cash, president, Dr. B.
There were two other bids,
L. Keeney, Frank G. Wood, J. L.
one from Seagrave Corporation,
Poole, H. W. Blades and J. R.
Columbus, Ohio, and one from
Hutchinson, secretary-treasurer.
the Howe Fire Truck Company,
Anderson, Ind. Representatives
of the three companies were Attends National Home
present. The accepted bid ap- Demonstration Meet
Miss Wilma Vandiver is atproximates $8,000.
tending the National Home DeLittle Miss Mary Dorr WhitenIt was stated the sanitary enmonstration Agents Conference er, Detroit, Mich., is visiting her
gineer of the State Department
in California. She will return to grandmother, Mrs. Ida Dor,
Elected Junior Viceof Health has approved plans
Princeton about July 18.
Franklin street.
and
specifications
for
proposed
Commander At Recent
improvements of the city's water
Convention
distributing system, and bids on
Clauscine R. Baker was elest- the proposal will be opened Moned junior vice-commander of day night, July 11.
Veterans of Foreign Wars, State
of Kentucky, at a convention
held last week in Middlesboro. Cunningham Discusses
To The Voters of Caldwell ocratic Primary Election to be
He thus becomes a member of Trip At Rotary Club
County:
held Saturday, August 8, 1949.
the governing council, made up
Mark
Cunningham, district
Ever mindful of your kindness
It is my wish to see each an,
of cominander, senior vice-com- governor-elect, discussed the dis- to me
during my term of office
mander, junior vice-commander trict governors' assembly at Lake as Deputy
Sheriff for my hus- every voter before election, bu
and district commanders, whose Placid, N. Y., and the 40th an- band,
W. Otho Towery, and try- if my duties in office prevent.
duty it is to set up the policies nual International Rotary coning as best I can to carry on please consider this my personal
of the organization. ,
vention, New York City, which the office in the same manner solicitation
for your vote and InMr. Baker plans to attend the the attended recently. Several
as has been in the past, I here- fluence, which will be greatly
national convention In August members plan to attend the dis- with offer
myself as candidate appreciated.
in Miami, Fla.
trict meeting next week In for Sheriff of Caldwell County,
Sincerely,
Others from the post here who Bowling Green. William Hodge subject to the action
of the DemMrs. W. Otho Towery.
attended the State convention received a pin for his first year
were Billy McCaslin, J. E. Neel, of perfect attendance.
Murray 'Sell, Charles Hughes
and Jimmy Pool.

Baker Is State
Officer Of VFW

Mark Cunningham
and fund campaign chairman
for the Boy Scouts. Since 1942
he has been a member of the
Rotary Club of Princeton, and
is a past president of that club.
As Governor of the 233rd Rotary District, which is comprised
of 49 Rotary clubs in Kentucky,
will coordinate the work of
he clubs in hhis territory and
will visit each of them during
this year In office to offer advice and assistance on Rotary Vacationing In Oklahoma
H. Merle Drain, Penney store
service ettivities and Club administration. He will take office manager, Mrs. Drain and their
daughter, Lou Ann, are vecatfonJuly 1.
Mrs. J. C. Pollard Has Eye
ing for three weeks at Tulsa,
Operation At Louisville
k Okla., and Panne, Ill.
Mrs. C. J. Pollard Washington street, underwent an eye A Reminder
operation in St. Joseph's HispiThe mobile unit of' the
Conductor In I. C. Hospital
State Health Department is
J. W. Holman, Paducah, Illitel, Louisville, Monday. Her constationed on the east side
nois Central Railroad conducdition is reported to be satistor well known here, is in the I.
factory. She is expected to be
of the courthouse to take
C. Hospital there for treatment
hospitalized about two weeks.
chest X-rays of petsons livfollowing a heart attack.
ing in this county. Hours are
from 9 until 3 o'clock
Undergoes AppendeCtomy
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Moore,
through Wednesday, except
Billy Robinson is recuperating
Evansville, Ind.. were the weekno work is scheduled Friday
at the home of his parents„ Mr.
end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
afternoon or Saturday.
and Mrs. Claude Robinson, folGeorge Stephens.
lowing a recent appendectomy.

Mrs. W. Otho Towery
Is Candidate For Sheriff

Five Bodies Recovered
Below Kentucky Dam

Gilbertsville, June 19 —(AP)
Bodies of five persons who
were drowned Thursday in the
Tennessee River 'below the Kentucky dam were recovered Sunday.
Lt. Paul Crockett of the Tennessee Valley Authority pollee
department, reported the bodies
floated to the surface and were
found by fishermen
Coroner
Ray Linn, of Marshall county,
and relatives identified the
bodies.
A
professional diver had
searchhed for the bodies for
nearly two days.

Floyd Young Asks Votes
For Tax Commissioner

To The Voters and Citizens
of Caldwell County.
In response to the many solicitions of the citizens throughout the county, I hereby announce as a candidate for the
office of tax commissioner, subject to the action of the Democratic primary Saturday, August 6, 1949.
I recognize the responsibilities
of this office and I am qualified, having twice passed the examination given by the State
Revenue Department.

If nominated and elected I will
not be influenced by outside interest's and I will perform the
duties of this office in a fair,
efficient, Impartial, and courteous manner to the best of my
ability.
It is my desire to see each and
every voter, but due to the
short time remaining before the
primary I may be prevented
from doing so. Please regard
this as my personal appeal for
your support and infulence.
Sincerely,
FLOYD YOUNG

ii-

rh-Jr,

•

orotiriv

Thursday, June 2')
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DOROTHY ANN DAVIS
ADVERTIIIIN• MANAGES

Entered as second class rustler Cl Princeton, Ky., under the

Act of Congress of

March

Reftolutione

MICALBER ON THE ASSOCIATED PRESS--The Associated Press is entitled *intuitively to the us* for republication of all the local news printed in this newspaper, us well as all Al' newedispatches.
MEMEESI NATIONAL EDITORIAL ASSOCIATION
MEMBER KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION

Old Eyesore Should Go
If Attorney C. A. Pepper is right, and
several citizens who have read the deed
to the Hitchrack property believe he is,
Caldwell county, through its Fiscal Court,
should move to eliminate this old ...yesore in the heart of our thriving and
progressing town; the sooner, the better.
To ascertain positively and to safeguard the county completely, a friendly
law suit should be filed immediately by
forwarding looking groups or individuals,
so that the Kentucky Court of Appeals can
rule on the question of whether the county can legally dispose of this property ...
after which, if the decision is favorable,
the valuable corner lot should be offered
for sale to the best bidder.
Most persons realize the horse-andbuggy days are over, in Princeton as
elsewhere. Progress, like the automobile,
Is forcing itself upon us, willy-nilly.
Where one family comes to towti in a
wagon or a buggy today, 50 more come
in motorized vehicles. There is far more
sense in having a modern parking lot at
the corner of Market and 'Harrison

streets than in maintaining an out-moded
hitching place.
There is also the matter of health to be
considered; and no informed person will
hold a brief for the fly -infested, dungdotted hitchrack lot which offers entirely too good facilities for breeding these
disease spreading pests.
Princeton should long since have condemned the hitchrack. It is the poorest
sort of advertisement for the community,
since it seems to stamp it as a backward,
too tolerant place where the practices of
grand-pappy's days are clung to in the
face of the swift march of progress. Actually, the hitchrack has served its purpose; its day is done.
A fine, new building on this busy corner will give impetus to other improvements nearby, with the Red Front's new
supermarket already assured next door.
This is a project the Citizens Committee, the Rotary, Kiwanis, Business and
Professional Women's clubs and all other
organizations which exist for the upbuilding of this community should forward now.

The:Caldwell Tax Fight
Was An Object Lesson

raising assessments generally, was that
co-operation was lacking. On the other
hand, there was sharp hostility. The
groundwork for cooperation doubtless
will be laid more carefully in the future:
There is too much good in the revised
laws—like the shorter tax calendar, the
removal of conflicts and vagueness, the
incentive to better qualified local officials
—for them to be compromised by misunderstandings as in the Caldwell county
dispute.
(Courier-Journal)

texts of those addresses in "Responsibilities of Business Leadership," published
by the Harvard Press, Dean David says
the competent administrator must know
that in a free society his enterprise can
succeed "only by serving the public and
by proper balance among the real longterm interests of employees, stockholders,
suppliers, customers, and all others directly affected." He adds: "In an industrial civilization business leaders must
assume the responsibility for increasing
all the human satisfactions of the group
with which they are associated."
It is significant that Mr. Rockefeller
speaks of individual enterprise rather
than capitalism. Eric Johnston, former
president of the Chamber of Commerce
of the United States, wrote in this newspaper in a series about American freedoms late in 1947 that "our future lies in
a constantly widening distribution of the
benefits of production." In that direction
lies the best defense and triumph of the
individual enterprise system.
(Christian Science Monitor)

Kentucky On The March

Civic Spirit Makes Good Homej
- Town
By Ewing Galloway
To anybody driving through it, Homewood is very much like 6,000 other small
towns in the 48 states. But in civic
spirit it differs from about 96 percent
of the other s. I leered about it
the other day when Mrs. Galloway and
I dined with G. H. Boardman, our Chicago representative, and his family, who
live in Homewood, half an hour by train
from the world's fifth city.
There are no rich people in Homewood.
Very few extremely poor folks. Nearly
PH its citizens have middle-class incomes.
:iere is no rifraff at all.
"f newcomers are found to be undeble, property owners get together and
e plan is hit upon to get rid of them.
irtimes it means buying them out at
pstate prices that seem to be rather
'). but now purchasers are easy to
and there is little if any financial

Kelsey Cummins is plugging
for a park in which the nu(nerous visitors passing through
Princeton en route to Kentucky
Lake and Dam may rest a while
. . . and eat picnic meals. We
could also use a community
house, a public swimming pool
and playground .• . . and a gymnasium large enough to seat at
least 2,000 persons for basketball games.
* * *
The Williba News, Lee county
offers advice on fashions: "HolIons General Store has just received another shipment of beautiful bolts of print. If you are
tired of wearing that old feedsack dress, throw it away and
come to. -HGS and purchase
yourself another one from this
material. Maybe you should not
discard your old dress until
you have already come to HGS
and purchased enough material
for a new garment . . . Also we
have some awful pretty trimming that young ladies can use
which will make their new
dresses look as if their slip is
showing about three inches. You
know that is the style now."
* * *
In the last year, 184 FM stations and 46 standard radio stations gave up the ghost. As the
disinflation progresses it is logical to assume more of this will
happen; and the going will be
rougher for many small town
newspapers as well.
S

*

*

"Pity the man who believes
in 'Communism—he believes, in
number of errors, both of calculation something that does not believe
in him."
and discretion.
—Past International Kiwanis
But this is not enough to condemn the
President Fred McAlister
new machinery. The very aim of the leg* * *
islation was to develop competency. It
Our friend Anne Sparks has
does not, as Commissioner Reeves told plenty of nerve, for just as she
the legislators in March, guarantee fair was recovering from the big
feed
assessment; but fair assessment's are wedding, 'she undertook toduring
our entire tribe one day
made possible. Fair assessments require their mother's absence in hospico-operation by state and •local officials. tal . . and did a bang-up job
They also require citizen participation of it too! The kids ate like they
had been starved; and were, I
through local advisory groups.
The great trouble in Caldwell county,. trust, properly *grateful.
*
*
'where the state aroused taxpayers by
Fred G. Neuman, columnist

He Bets On Uncle Sam
Not everyone has $5,000,000 at his
disposal with which to back his convictions about the American economy and
form of government. But every American can admire the spirit in which John
D. Rockefeller, Jr., has offered a gift of
that amount to the Harvard University
School of Business Administration, and
a number can contribute to the matching fund which the university will undertake to raise by July 1, 1950, in order to
qualify for the gift.
Mr. Rockefeller writes to Dean Donald
K. David that the business school is
making a most significant contribution
to the strengthening of individual enterprise in the United states through helping
to raise the technical standards and
broaden the sense of social responsibility
among leaders of business. This sense of
responsibility was the theme of a symposium by six leading spokesmen of business thought at the annual conference
of the Harvard Business School Alumni
Association a year ago.
In an introduction to the published

p
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Entered on the ledger of experience,
the stormy conflict between State and
local tax authorities in Caldwell county
has several points of value. It shows, for
one thing, that there must be developed
in Kentucky dependable standards for
fair tax assessments, not only within
counties but from one county to another.
Certainly it shows to State Commissioner
Clyde Reeves and his staff the pitfalls
to avoid, the problems to solve, if the new
machinery for assessments provided by
last spring's special session of the legislature is to run well.
Members of the General Assembly received a report on inequality of assessments, prepared by the Legislative Research Commission. The resort included
a frank statement that the .'Caldwell
county re-appraisal program, undertaken
by state agents, was "being conducted on
an emergency basis and without adequate
tools." The lack of these tools; the lack
of experience in handling the tools if
they were available, was amply shown
by evidence that state agents had made a

\\ It pennyriie
Europe's Recovery Effort
ostscripts
tity .G.

TwitARADAY

GRACIAN M. PEDLEY
(PITON AND PUOLICHIN

loss in the transactions.
But getting rid of undesirables is a
small part of the story of civic teamwork
in Homewood. The people all want their
schools to be as good as the best, and get
them by electing to their school board the
best men and women available. And when
electing teachers and determining policies,
board members forget small differences
of opinion. Teachers do not get jobs in
Homewood because they are akin to board
members. Petty politics doesn't figure in
public school affairs.
Of course many Kentucky communities
differ considerably from Homewood. They
are older, for one thing, and family or
business relationships are stronger. Maybe they require more courage on the part
of their leaders, plus vigorous local newspaper support. But there is not a Kentucky community that cannot 'go a long

way toward making itself a Homewood if
it tries hard enough.

•

Washington
Letter
By Jane Eads
Washington—As long as congressionai investigations seem to
be a preoccupation with the boys
on Capitol Hill, it may not be
amiss to suggest that a special
committee by appointed to look
into the case of Betsy Ross.
The
Army's Quartermaster
Corps tells me the Army never
has been able to find any record that Betsy Ross made the
first American flag, or indeed
that the pretty little Quaker
widow ever existed at all
The Army claims the whole
Betsy Ross business is just a
myth—a pretty legend. Some 'historians and flag authorities say
the same thing, though they are
still at a loss as to just who did
design and who did make the
first famous emblem.
Meanwhile, the story of how
Betsy Ross as early as June
1776 made a stars and stripes
flag from a pencil sketch supplied .by George Washington,
but changed the points of the
stars from six to five, has become a classic. Dear to the
hearts of Americans is the romantic story, and no doubt ladies
of all ages will go right on
dressing up in quaint costumes
,portraying Betsy in patriotic
pageants.
A common version of Betsy
Ross story, purportedly handed
down by her to her pescendants,
is that a committee of Congress
composed of Washington, Robert
Morris, and Col. George Ross,
uncle of her husband, called at
her upholstery shop in Arch
Street, Philadelphia.
They asked Betsy to make the
new United States flag. She
promised to do her best. The
story goes that the flag made
by her was presented to ..the
Congress late in June 1776, before the signing of the Declaration of Independence.
Hopson
they believe, was
probably the designer of the
stars and stripes. He also designed a number of coins and
-several items of paper currency
in the early days of the Republic.
He was appointed on a committee of three in November 1776
to "execute business" under the
direction of the marine committee which the following June
adopted the Stars and Stripes as
the official flag.
The records show that in 1778
Hopkinson wrote the board of
admiralty requesting a "quartercask of the public wine" as compensation for his designs of a
great seal of the United States,
the flag of the United States
and other devices for the government.

for the Paducah Sun-Democrat,
says theonly poem he has written recently runs like this:
Early to bed and early to rise .
Won't help 'you much if you
don't advertise.
I will bet the business office
loves Fred.
* * *
Irl Stevens writes from Chicago: "We are building exhibits
for four railroads for the 1949
Railroad Show, starting June 25.
Hope everything is fine in
Princeton and expect to get
down there again for a few days
soon". Irl has many friends here
who are delighted to see him
when he comes honk from the
big Windy City.
* * *
Cliff Wood is figuring on having a large mural of Kentucky
Dam painted on a large blank
wall space in his drug store.
Every store, filling station, garage and office in Princeton
should have pictures of the big
tourist attraction prominently
displayed . . . to help sell this
great asset to home folk and
visitors.
* * *
It rained right on through the
roof at our house one day last
week, necessitating a hurry-up
job of re-roofing before the Boss
Lady comes home from her
Hopkinsville experience with Dr.
Gant Gaither. At this time it
looks like Rtrmsey will make it.
I suspect this joh will hit
harder than the operation . . .
and hope the business recession
is not too marked!
* * *
A popular bachelor decid?d
to reform. The first day he cut
out cigarettes. The second day
he cut out liquor. The third day
he cut out women. the Fourth
day he cut out paper dolls.
(Kiwanis Club Bulletin)
* * *
How the Sally Gray Shop,
Hopkinsville's newest store
which is due to open soon, got
its name is of interest to us.
Billy Nichol, co-owner of the
new shop, told us it is being
named after the grandmother of
his partner, Grayson Harralson,
of Princeton. Mr. Harralson's
grandmother is Mrs. Sally Gray
Harralson, who, at the age of
103, is Caldwell county's oldest
living person. Probably she is
older than anybody in Western
Kentucky.
(Office Cat, Hopkinsville
New Era)
Asparagus belongs to the lily
family.
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in France. No marked improveBy Clarke Beach
Washington---European money ment has been noted yet, alhas one to work on a vast scale though the lira has held its
to make the Marshall Plan a suc- prive for about a year now.
cess. The 0,000,000,000 of Mar- -In Western Germany there has
shall Plan funds provided so far
been a scarcity of investment
of
seventh
is only a sixth or
but to RCA officials the conTstihernebrusgino°dsess outlook
capital,
'
be good, and the peopl,
What Europe itself Is spending
money supply seems to be inin their countries'
to get back on its feet.
as the balance of extutu, r,
creasing
be strong to impel them to
Before the plan got started,
ports over imports continues to
vest on such a scale.
the bulk of the European money
rise.
Eves
the United States in
supply was becoming dammed
Greece alone of the countries
sortie
the
Without
of the depression 10-a
up, idle, thwarted.
being helped has shown no imthe
comparatively small leaven of
preciation of plant
provement on the investment
values it
larger
than
dollars needed to buy certain esthe
total of gr,
side, according to ECA offickils.
investment.
sential western hemisphere proThe continuing warfare there
ducts, native money resorces
drains the resources of the nacould not go to work to rebuild tion.
economy.
the European
But for the Marshall Plan
In most of Europe the money as a whole there is a great outThe first man-made 'hailoclik
was willing to work, but it needpouring of native investment 'believed to have risen
from*
ed help from the dollars. In
capital. They will spend about earth in 1782.
some countries the native money $30,000,000,000 this fiscal year to
• • •
had lost its nerve.
Bamboo plants have *
modernize factories and farms,
David Bruce, chief of the Ecknown to grow as much
build new plants, homes and
11
onomic Cooperation Administra- transportation facilities.
inches in a single day.
tion's (ECA) special mission to
•
•
.
This means they will be takFrance, says that economic
Arsenic is a metal,
ing about 20 percent of their
stagnation seized France in the
1930's.
The value of the franc kept
falling until the Ihst few months.
Not wanting to keep their money
in francs, the investors bought
hoards of goods—such as rugs,
jewelry, and paintings. Some
rich people shipped goods abroad
on consignment. The shippers
kept title while the commodities
were held for them in foreign
warehouses. The idea was to
eventually follow the goods dut
of the country.
Studebaker's new 100 h. P. "Power Pith
The big change in France
came early this year. The
engine impresses truck operators!
government announced it would
seek new money in a 300,000,A new combination of horsepower and
000 franc bond issue. Friends of
If
the
France held their breath.
high torque in the
people failed to subscribe, to the
loan, it would show they had no
1/
1
2-ton and 2-ton truck field'
faith in their own government's
financial stability. The value of
the franc might have dropped
out of sight, and the recovery effort would have been dealt a
serious blow.
But the bond issue was a huge
success. The value of the franc
immediately began to rise. Another good sign: The price of
gold on the French black market has been falling ever since
the bond issue. The price had
been boosted by farmers who
had chosen to buy gold rather
than risk holding on to franc.
Now it seemed they were unloading gold and choosing francs.
Up to now most of the recovery pla n investments in
France have been made by the
Abets: 2.4en shown with dump lessly-134- and 2.ton Studebaker.are eve,
stole in 4 wheelbeses for 9 ft., 12 ft , 14 or IS ft. and 17 ot 18 ft. bodies.
American government because
Soo Studebektw's new Vi-ten. Vs-len end I-ten trucks, tee—svedable with
private capital was unwilling to
pickup or stake bodice—or as chatsis for special bodies
take the chance. Now the experts
expect to see private investors
get into the field.
In Italy the investment situation has been much the same as
Hopkinsville Road
Dial 2053

Did You Know)

NEW BIG POWER

in Studebaker's
medium-duty trucks!
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"Cheap" Is Cheap...
•

poverty; it is a sign of distress. Cheap merchandise
means cheap
men, and cheap men mean a cheap country."
So spoke President McKinley and so believe we
at the Commercial Printing Department of the Princeton
Leader our policy is
always to give the customer the best we are able
to produce at the
most reasonable price we can quote and
make a fair profit.

THE PRINCETON

Awiterlsed
Olde V
As

TERt

Robinson Implement Co.

"I do not prize the word 'cheap'. It is not a word
of hope; it is
not a word of comfort; it is not a word of inspiration;
it is a badge of
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"In Kentucky" For
Summer Is Ready

ounty Agent°s
Column
By R. A. Mabry
By Ralph A. Nelson,
unty Assistant in Forestry
given
ay reasons have been
large
to
cutting
confining
letting
for
reason
Another
s.
out
11 trees grove is brought
study made rea tree felling
Fortly by the Central States
Experiment Station.
e timber in which the tests
made was located on land
ging from level ground to
rising 20 feet in 100 feet.
rvations were made in mider and late winter with temtures seldom below freezand under favorable weather
itions. The timber cut for
y was oak and hickory
ing from 9 to 32 inches in
2 feet above the
/
ter at 41
ad.
e study showed it took 9.32
-s and cost $5.68 to produce
!)oard feet of logs from 10
trees; 3.88 hours and $2.37
produce 1,000 board feet of
front 22 inch trees and 2.94
rs and $1.79 to produce 1,000
rd feet of logs from 32 inch

F'rankfort--The summer itsue of "In Kentucky" is off the
press with a record breaking
number of stories and features
and a circulation that reaches
a new high of 40,000 copies each
issue.
The increased circulation is a
jump of 3,000 over the spring issue and 13,000 over last year.
"In Kentucky" is sent to all the
48 states and many foreign
countries.
The cover of the summer issue
is attractively colored in deep
green with a picture of a young
couple watching a sunset at Kentucky Lake.
A story telling of plans to
build and improve state airports
is covered on two pages of the
magazine with various illustrations of Kentucky Ridge Forest
and Pennyrile State Park.
Illustrations are shown of the
planned new buildings for the
State Fair. A two page spread
tells of the vocational education program in Kentucky.
There are many other stories
and features which round out
the 25 features in Kentucky's
official publication.

is obvious from the results A Lift For Your Rug
To bring the pile back of
his study there is much more
t in cutting the larger size small areas of a rug's surface
that has been crushed by furniture or the Shuffling of feet, apply a het iron on a damp cloth
to the area. Brush the pile briskly. Rug corners Which curl also
can be remedied by applying a
hot iron on a damp cloth to both
sides of the carpet.

Over 125.000 homes
protected against termites
by Terminix!
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THE GARDEN
By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
•
Home Economics
iiiiiiiii11111114.1111010111001111100000111.11.111111111,14
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I
Potatoes,
Late
By, John S. Gardner,
There are four kinds of late
potatoes and their planting time
varies with the kind.
One is the "country potato,"
seed of which may easily be
kept in a house cellar. Its planting time is between June 15
and June 30.
Another is Green Mountain,
and last year's potatoes may be
saved for seed in a good cellar,
if relatively unsprouted, but
seedsmen throughout the state
carry stocks that have been kept
in professional storage, and are
safer to use. In fact, Green Mountain may be found on the table
potato market, at table potato
prices for "old" potatoes, just
beginning to show their characcreamcolorecl sprouts.
neral view of outskirts of Moorefield, W. Va., (June teristic
FLASH FLOOD GENERA i
sur- Green Mountain should be plant18) after a flash flood inundated a good portion of the community. Stranded autos can be seen
ed about July 1.
rounding the large building in lower center. (AP Wirephoto)
Another kind includes a list
Poultry Production Up
of varieties: Sequoia, Katandin
It is estimated that chicken and Sebago, the seed having
production this year may be 15 been kept in Cold storgae. SeNews representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those percent above last year; tur- quoia is the most reliable, eswho made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost keys, 25 percent higher, and pecially in. a dry season. Plant40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of Twice- commercial broilers 50 percent ing time for all three lies beA-Vieek Leader of thole* years will be published as a regular Leader
tween July 1 and July 10.
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- larger. Even with no change in
The fourth kind is the old vathe ability of consumers to buy,
porters shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
June 11, 1929. Miss Nellie ren, Mildred and Adrian; and this fact alone would indicate
Franks, of Farmersville, was the Mrs. Clover Satterfield Bond lower prices for most poultry
victim of a painful accident Sat- who had been spending some products by late 1949, says the
urday, when she stuck a thorne time in this city having dental College of Agriculture and Home •
NO
Economics, University of Kenthrough her foot. Dr. W. P. Morse work done.
tucky.
• • •
was called and removed the
•
CALL US FOR
thorn, it having passed entirely
June 14, 1929. Edwin Koltin•
PROMPT, SAFE
through the foot in the operation sky is a patient at the Louis- Battling Bridegroom
of removal.
Bangkok—(AP)—Nai ThongLONG-DISTANCE
ville hospital, Princeton folk
• • •
hope for hihs early recovery and korn, 23, was getting ready for
MOVING SERVICE
his marriage next morning. He •
June 11, 1929. Miss Ellouite return home.
•
Authorized A ent For
• • •
counted out $500, looked over
Martin, talented daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kelly Martin, left
June 14, 1929. Robert Catlett the valuables bought for the
Friday morning for an extended and Shelby Hillyard went to ceremony, and then he heard
visit to relatives at Oklahoma Evansville, Ind., Wednesday, to shots.
Bandits were attacking his
City, Okla.
see the big circus aggregation of
• •.
Ringling Bros. and Barnum and home. He seized a shotgun, killed one of the attackers and kept
June 11, 1929. E. L. Kemp and Baily.
Vertis Kemp, Milton Tudor and
June 14, 1929. The Fidelis firing until the bandits fled.
The next morning he was marson Kelsey from Son school Class of Harmony Baptist church
District were in town yesterday. under the supervision of the ried.
* * *
teacher, L. B. Sims, will be enArnold Ligon Truck Line
Beheading was formerly conJune 11, 1929. Mrs. Dique tertained with a social at the
Contact
Eldred has gone to St. Joseph's Butler Hollowell home tonight, sidered an honorable form of
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Island, Canada, where she will Friday. Supper will be served execution.
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 2016
spend the remainder of the sum- in the form of a picnic lunch,
Babylon,
and
Egypt
ancient
In
for
each individual to look out
mer.
• • •
temples often were also banks.
himself.
June 14, 1929. Mrs. Cook Oliver, Miss Thelma Oliver and Miss
Mary Ruth Satterfield of the
Eddy Creek neighborhood made
this office a visit Tuesday afternoon. Miss Satterfield was
the guest .of Mrs. Raymond
Pilaut Monday night.
• • •
June 14, 1929. The home of
Mr. and Mrs. F. G. Satterfield
at Twin Springs was the scene
of an enjoyable family gathering last Sunday, those enjoying
the delightful dinner were: Mr.
and Mrs. William Jones and
children, Lucretia and William, Jr., of the West Kentucky
Experiment Sub-Station, Mr. and
Mrs. Bowie Satterfield and child-

rtety, Irish Cobbler,i)whose seed
likewise must Wier( been kept
on cold storage, and whose planting time lies between July 15
and Aug. 1
For late potatoes, the land
needs to undergo special preparation. The main object is to save
soil moisture enough to make the
crop, as usually the growing
season is dry.
To that end, breaking should
be done some time in April;
then the land should be stirred
each time a crop of weeds starts
and then dragged or "blocked"

to seal any spa', 'rough which
soil moisture
evaporate.
Sometimes, there may be as
many as five stirrings and dragging.. These incidentally, serve
the double purpose of conserving moisture' and make cultivirtsting the crop virtually unneces
nary.

Prescriptions A
Specialty
Walker's Drug & Jewelry
Dial 3E11

NON REPETAL
The customer asked to have her prescription refilled. But as the
pharmacist looked up the prescription in his file, he found that
the physician had marked it "non repetat."—do not repeat. The
pharmacist didn't refill this prescription.
It is the pharmacist's business to fill prescriptions and usually
he will gladly refill them, but there are certain instances where
ethics or the law do not allow hints to do so. One of these is the
presaiption marked Pace rcpetat." The physician here specifically indicates that he wishes the patient to take only the q.aan,
tity of medicine originally prescribed.
The pharmacist will carry out this instruction just as painstaith)gly as he does any other contained in the prescription. By
so doing, he is acting in the Interest of your safety and your
health.—Ropritaa from a copyrigked adkirliStinCla pabisallsd by
Pais, 41116S df Company, Detroa 32, Midagan.

WILLIAMSON DRUG CO.
Phone 2026

MARKAIRE
for

wrinkle-free
summer coolness
Expertly cut from
superb fabric
for perfect fit...
meticulously tailored
by skilled craftsmen to
a custom-tailored
finish.

A snit that

flow to tune a piano!

proudly bears
"Marx Made Clothing
of Distinction".

out of tune. So we'll chop it up. Then we'll
get a tin horn instead.

HE PIANO'S

T

Sure, these men are crazy.
But they're using the same kind of thinking a lot of people
have been using on the American economic system lately.
Our American way isn't perfect. We still have our ups and
downs of prices and jobs. We'll have to change that. But even
so, our system works a lot better than the second-rate substitutes
being peddled by some countries we could mention.
It works better because of•few simple things. We are more
inventive,tand we know how to use machine power to produce
more goods at lower cost. We have more skilled workers than
any other country. And we Americans save—and our savings go
into new tools, new pant, new and better machines.

Because of this, we produce more every working hour ...
and can buy more goods with an hour's work than any other
people in the world.
We can make the system work evers better, too: by all of us
working together to turn out more for every hour we work—
through better machines and methods, more power, greater skills,
and by sharing the benefits through higher wages, lower prices,
shorter hours.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

,

nursaay,

Fredonia News

Literary
Guidepost

'Mrs. Isabelle Yandell and son, cation with her father, J. A. WilBruce. London, spent several son, and aunt, Miss Lily WilBy W. G Rogers
days last week with her par- son. Miss Wilson is a member THEIR FINEST HOUR, By
the school faculty in Yankeeents, Mr. and Mrs. Albert Walk- of
Winston S. Churchill
town, Fla.
Mifflin;, $(1)
er.
Charles D. Akridge spent Wed- (Houghton
Miss Magie Coleman, Paducah, nesday night with his cousin, Dr. Samuel Johnson said:
"Depend upon it, when a man
spent the weekend with her sis- Robert Hurst, near Marion.
going to be hanged
ter, Mrs. Leslie Bright, and Mr
Rev. and Mrs. Shirley DeBell knows he is
concentrates his
Bright.
were Sunday dinner guests of in a month, it
mind wonderfully."
Mr. and Mrs. George Johnson Mr. and Mrs. Robert ,Fralick.
In quoting this, Churchill
Louisville, are spending summer
Mr. John Hewlett, Mississippi,
vacation with her parents, Mr. visited his grandparents, Mr. hints, more seriously than not,
and Mrs. C. T. Henson, and re- and Mrs. Jim Ray, during the at part of the secret of his and
his country's success in the first
latives in Paducah.
weekend.
Mrs. W. M. Young, and son,
Mrs. Ed Harmon, Cpl. Frank months of Germany's westward
Billy Sam Young, were in Pa- Harmon, Coy Moore, Jr., and drive in 1940. In that life-endducah Friday.
Billie Melton were Monday din- death struggle, It almost looked
Cpl. Frank Harmon, who has ner guests of Mrs. Russell Mel- as though Hitler could conquer
and might cap his victory with
spent the last few weeks with ton.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed
Mr. and Mrs. Carlos Coleman, some executions on London's
Harmon, left Monday night for Paducah, were guests of her sis- Tower Hill.
In the time covered in this
New York, where he will sail ter, Mrs. Robert Fralick, and
second volume of memoirs, the
for Germany. He will be with Mr. Fralick Sunday afternoon.
the occupational troops 2 years.
Ladies Aid of the Cumberland author was Prime Minister, First
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young, Presbyterian church met with Lord of the Treasury, Minister
W. F. Young and Billy Sam Mrs. Ruth Dunning Thursday of Defense and Leader of the
Young were dinner guests of Mr. night. Membek present were House of Commons. It was his
and Mrs. John Ed Young Sun- Mesdames Paul West, Ray Black- and the War Cabinet's terrible
day.
burn, Malcom Blackburn, J. P. responsibility to aid France
Mr. Cleve Black who has spent Baker, Jim Brooks,'Allie Bugg, and Greece, to defend their own
several weeks with hhis sister, Ambie Fuller, C. T. Henson, vulnerable island, to wage war
Mrs. Allie Bugg, and Mr. and Aubrey Litchfield, Smith Lowe- in North Africa, to carry the
Mrs. Dave Perkins returned to ry, Russell Melton, Noble Paris, fight across the seven seas.
Churchill had an eye for little
his home in Kuttawa last week. Euclid
Quertermous, Charles
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Hurst and Quertermous, Essie Rucker, Al- things: The thin dispersion of
children, Charlotte and Robert, len Riley and Ray Wigginton. troops along England's menanced
Marion, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Two visitors, Mrs. Ralph Paris beaches, or the possibility that
Harness and son, Douglas, Mr. and Mrs. Grace Loyd, were presand Mrs. Charles Baker, Mrs. ent. Refreshments were served
Ruble Akridge and son, Charles during the social period.
spent Thursday at Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. Adrian Faught
Lake.
and sons, Frank and James EdMr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher ward, spent Thursday and Friand son, Dennis, and Mr. J. E. day at Kentucky Lake,
where
Halyard were in Dawson Springs they joined relatives and
friends.
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Bright
and Miss Maggie Coleman were Man Wanted In Three
Saturday night dinner guests of States Picked Up Here
Mr. and Mrs. William Coleman, J. C. Jones, alias Jim ArmCrider.
strong and Jimmie Craig, was
Mrs. Bill King and son, Eddie, apprehended on
Madisonville
spent the weekend with the street recently by State police
family at home. Mrs. King is and turned over to Christian
attending summer school at county authorities. He is wanted
Western State College, Bowl- in Kentucky, Illinois and Tening Green.
nessee on charges of forgery and
for
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Cart- cold checks. Jones was picked
Wright and Miss Patsy Wiggin- up after police had received a
• GOOD QUALITY
ton, Evansville, Ind., spent the description and license number
weekend with her parents, Mr. of the car he was said to be driv- • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
and Mrs. Gillam Wigginton.
ing.
*GOOD VALUE
Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. He..rod were Mr. and Mrs.
Plain baked custard becomes
W. F. Burton and Mr. and Mrs. party fare when it is served with • IN GOOD TASTE
Zola Burton, Rosiclare, Ill.
a sauce of canned red cherries.
Miss Charlotte Hurst, Marion, Thicken the juice from a can
see
spent Wednesday night with her of sour pitted red cherries with
aunt, Mrs. Charles Baker, and cornstarch and sweeten with
Mr. Baker.
sugar. Cool and add some of the
Miss Mary Wilson is expected cherries before passing with the Phone 3284
Princeton, Ky.
home this week for summer va- custard.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

MEMORIALS

Henry Sr Henry

German raids could cause a glass
famine. But his niain concern
was the preservation of the Empire and, as he was often to
claim and we were to learn later,
the
survival of
democracy
throughout the world.
This section of his invaluable
account begins
appropriately
with a reminder of England's
contribution to victory: Until
1944, more Empire than American divisions in contact with the
enemy and more bombs dropped
on Germany by Britons than by
Yanks, and over-all totals in-

FLOOR-SAMPLE

SALE

eluded more Empire than American deaths, more British than
American victories over U-boats.
In laying claim thus to at least
eq u a 1 partnership with us,
Churchill also acknowledges and

praises America's tremendous
wartime role.
Running from the "blood,
toil, tears and sweat" speech until these doleful tribulations had
paid off in the Battle of Britain

New Patterns - - - New Colors!

EXTRA SHEER - - - 15 DENIER

80 SQUARE PERCALE PRINTS

51 GAUGE NYLON HOSE

Stripes, checks, florals, in
a wide range of washfast
Yd.

POLO LL

Electric Range
NOW
8159.95

Washing Machine
WAS
$169.50

Young

36" BROWN SHEETING
Light Weight, suitable for
quilting.

5 Yds

NOW
$119.50

42" WIDE

Frozen Food Chest
WAS
$179.95

Frostmaster

NOW
$149.95

CURTAIN SCRIM
White - Cream - Ecru
Peach - Green - Blue

Electric Radios
WAS
$299.95

Crosley

NOW
249.95

WAS
$39.95

Crosley

NOW
$19.95

WAS
8114.95

Combination

NOW
$57.50

75c
29'd.

Maize

WORK SHIRTS

Floor Lamps
7 Way

GOOD FURNITURE
PRICED RIGHT
114 E. Main

Pair

SHORTIE PAJAMAS

98c
49c
Sizes 8 to 20

20 x 40 CANNON

BATH TOWELS

Bill Mic
Guaranteed
RADIO SERVI
•
109 Short Street

"BILL DI
BUILD

Green and Pink

DRESS SLACKS
RAYON and GABARDINE . • Sizes 30 to 42

$ 9

Shirts, sizes 141/2 to 20

and

FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

Phone 2442
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Peach - Blue - Maize

NOW
$11.95

SMITH'S

$'11

00

SEERSUCKER AND PLISS CREPE

125 $495

Men's Blue Chambray

WAS
$14.50

Sheerer than sheer!
Full fashioned, New
12
Shades. Sizes 8/
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/
2. Irregulars $1.95
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makers Club.

OUTSTANDING VALUES

All New Merchandise

Universal

Churchill's genii a1,
aides, such as Pound,
has,
Halifax and Spears,
serve to et
rich his rhetoric.
-Try a Leader
Clas8ifieri Ad!

Immaillin11111111111111111111111k

colors, 36 inches wide.

WAS
$199.95

and the Tebruk victo17, this second volume more than fulfills
the promise of theh first. It's the
most eloquent official story ever
likely to be written about World
War II; even the names of

j'"us 13,
1949

You Can Help Bring A Big Payroll
To Princeton

ASPHALT TILE, 9x9
WALLPAPER, per sin
STANDARD ROCK WO
If pho
call th'
urday
receive
ren's 4
HULEHIDE CORDURO
MULEHIDE ROOF CO
CASEIN PAINT

UTILITY SHEATI
This dry and dr

The Oklahoma Contracting Company is laying a gas pipeline from
Texas through Kentucky and they would like to have available living quarters
in Princeton from July 1st for three to six months. We should do all we
can to furnish them available space for their permanent employees at a
reasonable rate. They will also employ over a thousand employees in our
community.

The following space is needed:
150 ROOMS FOR MEN
60 APARTMENTS (two,three and four room apartments or houses)
SPACE FOR 35 TRAILERS (with lights and water available)

All who have apartments, rooms or trailer space
for rent please contact the following Real Estate
agents:

C. A. Woodall Ins. and Real Estate Agency
John E. Young Insurance Agency

Tele. 2620

Kelsey Cummins Insurance Agency

Tele. 3555

Chas. J. White Real Estate

Tele. 2375

Tele. 2441

All who list their housing facilities for rent will have
an opportunity to personally interview the prospective renter before a final decision is made.

Steger Lumber Company
McConnell Electric, Co.
Western Ky. Gas Co.

Stewart Oil Company
V. F. W. Post No. 5595
Capitol Theater
Princeton Retail Merchants Assn.

First National Bank
American Legion
Farmers National Bank
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Thursday, June'23, 1949

THE PRINCET01'.4 LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY

Uses Homemakers
Club Information
sfra Albert Clark, of Muhlenburg county, can look with satisfaction on her use of the information learned in the past three
years in the Bremen Homelakers Club.
homemakers
in 1946, the
learned how to make rugs, even
to designing them. As a result,
ittra Clark hooked 10 rugs, atmaking the designs for nine
them. Since the colors of the
Id woolen garments and blanket ends were not always as
ft and varied as she wanted
r successful shading of the pat.
ems, she following the instrue

Bill Mick
Guaranteed
RADIO SERVICE

649 Kentucky Lambs
In Evansville Show

Dangers Of Kite-Flying

tins of the dyeing lesson to obtain them.
The following year the clul.
members learned how to mak,
slipcovers, said Home Agent Jes
sic Dawson. Mrs. Clark then
made slipcovers for a divan and
four chairs in her own home, and
for three living room suites
belonging to others. She also reconditioned springs in three of
the box cushions.
During the part year, when
this homemaker has been the
home management leader in her
dub, she has made her kitchen
more convenient by making re- LARGEST GROUP
BURIAL FOR U. 8. MILITARY CEMETERt—Fifty-two caskets with the removable shelves for cupboards mains of 248 men, who died
in 1945 when an explosion ripped the Navy ammunition ship Serpans off
and rearranging equipment.
Guadalcanal, are draped with American flags in Arlington National Cemetery in
the largest group
burial for a military cemetery in United States. Relatives who witnessed the burial
are in foreground
and background. (AP Wirephoto)
Walker Has It

Breckinridge County
Uses More Machinery

Walker's Drug & Jewelry

7WI6 IS OUR POLICY

AAID PR/DE —
OUR PATROA/S MUST
BE SAT/SF/EDI

ASPHALT TILE, 9s9 blocks, each
WALLPAPER, per single roll
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BAITS, per foot

8c up
12/
1
4e up
6Vat,

If phone No. 2080 will
call this office by Saturday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of Warren's 4-hr. Enamel.
MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
CASEIN PAINT

$7.50 per sq.
75c per gal.
279 per gal.

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet....$4.50
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
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New York—(AP)--it's easier
f r today's kite-flying youngsters
to draw electricity down a kite
string than when Benjamin
Franklin made his discoveries.
For that reason, says Frank L.
ones, president of the Greater
ew
York Safety
Council,
modern kite-flying can be far
more dangerous.
Jones says that if a kite comes
to contact with power lines—

Members of 4-11 Clubs from
eight Western Kentucky
counties showed 849 lambs at the 14th
annual Tri-State Lamb Show and
Sale at Evansville. Ind.
Ohio county had the first-

Gifts for All
Occasions

109 Short Street
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POMIC

which were non-existent in
Franklin's day—it may conduct
enough electricity to cause serious accidents. He warns against
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
using thin wire or wire-threaded
cord for a kite. If wet, ordinary
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
string or cord will also conduct
?hone 2011
Princeton, Ky.
electricity, he says.

CHM)
TODAY and FRIDAY
WILAMSONE
rER

Kentucky 4-H'ers
Feed 1,787 Calves

• SiiiiNfRA
THEY'RE A
TRIPLE-PLAY
COMBINATION!

The tremendous change from
By Mrs. Clarence Nichols
Members of 4-H and Utopia
horsepower to machines on
Mrs. Rebecca Arnett, Daytona
clubs in 48 counties are feeding
farms in Breckinridge county Beach, Fla., and grandson,
1,787 calves for the annual State
was noted by Farm Agent KenMickey Darling, Detroit, Mich., fat cattle show and sale in
Louneth A. Brabant as he observ- spent
several days last week with isville, in November. Some of
ed that tractors have Increased
her sister, Mrs. C. R. Nichols.
the high counties are Wayne,
by 300 percent since gas rationMiss Hilda Sisk, daughhter of 217; Pulaski, 150; Warren, 75,
ing was started during the war.
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Sisk, has and Clark, 60.
Five years ago there was only returned
to her home after sevAn abundance of corn is helpone bulldozer in the county; now
eral days in the Princeton Hos- ing put the calves in extra-good
there are 11, four being owned pital.
condition, according to . M. S.
by farmers.
Mrs. Cecil Shelton and daugh- Garside, supervising agent for
Herman Dutschke of Holt is ter. Frances
Ann, spent Thurs- the College of Agriculture and
using his dozer to move trees and day
in Hopkinsville shopping.
Home Economics, University of
straighten a bank of the Ohio
Mr. and Mrs, Champ Oates and Kentucky. Many of the club
River, thereby giving his a Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Nichols members are feeding grain on
strip of fertile bottom land 900 and
children visited in the home grass. The calves are expected to
by 150 feet. H. W. Tobin of Har- of Mr. and
Mrs. Cecil Shelton weigh 850 to 1,000 pounds at the
dinsburg is clearing, draining Saturday night.
time of the show.
and grading with his dozer to
Mrs. Marvin Sigler and Mrs.
make several changes on his E. L. Strong
are attending the
Flower Facts Are
farm, as is T. M. Hook of Am- summer session
at Murray State
mons.
Turned into Cash
College, Murray.
More than 700 ponds and resWomen in Pulaski county are
Bethany
Homemakers
will
ervoirs were dug in the county meet at 1:30 o'clock
Friday after- turning into cash the informalast year, ad Brabant estimates noon, June
of flower
arrangement
17, at the home of tion
that that number will be exceed- Mrs. Dewey
learned in homemakers clubs.
Jenkins.
ed this year.
Mrs. Lewis Jenkins motored to When officers of the First NaDawson Springs Sunday after- tional Bank in Somerset noted
The drainage
system and noon.
the artistic floral displays made
pumps installed in New Orleans
Mrs. Myrtle Angel spent Sun- by the women, they asked that
can handle 11;4 billion gallons day afternoon
with Mr. and Mrs. the bank be supplied regularly
of water a day.
with bouquets. As a result, each
William Slaton.
prize county pen of 18 lambs, Mrs. Elmn Jenkins and her club will take on that responwith Christian county third. mother, Mrs. Bettie Goodaker, sibility a week at a time. The
Other Kentucky winnings in- entertained with a basket din- money earned will be turned into
ner June 12 in honor of the the treasury of the county homecluded:
Individual lambs, Mary Rush- latter's 86th birthday. Present makers association.
ing, Lyon county, second, and were Mr. and Mrs. Willie GoodThe early Greeks believed that
James Greenwall, Henderson aker, James and Debris Goodaker, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Board eating onions would insure courcounty, third.
age in battle.
Pen of three lambs, Adie Roy- and sons, Ray and Bobbie Joe
al, Ohio county, third, and Joe Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Goodaker
Milliken, Lyon county, fourth. and children, Shirley Ann, ShelPen of five lambs, Warren lie and Shy, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
Dulin, Christian county, second, Hart and sons, Willie Dale and
FIRST AID
and Jack Westerfield, Ohio coun- Jimmie Gale, Mr. and Mrs.
Champ Oates, Mrs. Elmer JenWEEK
ty, third.
Pen of ten lambs, Joe Milliken, kins and sons, Archie and Hershould bring to mind
second, and Mary Rushing third. shel, Mr. and Mrs. William Lane
the fact that this inBlue ribbon
choice lambs and children, Ruby. Mary and
surance agency can
Charles and
averaged $34.50 a hundredweight, Bettie Milton,
always be the First
with the red ribbon lambs Christine Lane, Randol Jenkins,
Aid to your financial
Mrs. Bettie Goodaker and Mr.
bringing $33.30.
reserve whenever
and Mrs. Clarence Nichols and
you suffer an insurTry a Leader Classified Ad!
children.
able loss.
Frogs die when kept in a too
dry spon where they cannot
replace their fast-evaporating
body fluids.
The redolent onion is a member of the same family as the
perfumed Easter lily.

Mold flavored gelatin in an
eight-inch square pan and when
set cut in cubes; serve the cubes
The United States brought
as a salad on a bed of shredded
Louiiana from France in 1803.
greens with sour cream dressing;

...SCORING A HIT
IN THE YEAR'S
GAYEST MUSICAL/

with

\ BETTY GARRETT

color by TECHNICOLOR
Added Enjoyment! ...
Admission This Attraction
12e and 40c

THE 3 STOOGES in
"I'M A MONKEY'S UNCLE"

CAPITOL•SATURDAY CAPITOL
TUES. & WED.
JUNE 28-29
DURANGO KID JOINS TEXAS RANGERS
FOR HIS GREATEST ADVENTURE! . . .

BEHIND the CURTAIN of
the WAR GUILT Trials ...
A STRANGE TRIANGLE UF DEATH!

cut& STARRETT
, THE DURANGOICID tr.

"awe.PK tun 'rah SPIILICY MURNIETTE

HIT

No.2

COMPLETE INSURANCE SEkVICE

Ales!,

SERVICE

Daredevil Thriller of the Sky!

BOB LIVESIGSTON - MAE CLARKE

ON SAME PROGRAM!

PONTIAC

with FLORENCE MARLY

"Your Laws Weren't
Made for es!"
Story of the West's Most Terrifying
Holdup Pair /
•

THUR. & FRI.
JUNE 30 - JULY 1

LOVE THAT CAUSED ,
EXCITIDG ADVERTURE!'
'

71.
41101H
-

Telephone Service
Keeps on being a

SIGN OF THE EXPERT
lc s alv‘ ays a wonderful feeling to get into
Your Pontiac and go places!
Vi'e know that you—like thousands and
thousands of other Pontiac owners will be
driving a lot of miles this summer, and we
feel sure they will he enjoyable, comfortable,
economical miles you will be happy to
remember for a long time.
One of the things which adds greatly to the
peace of mind that goes with Pontiac ownership is the fact that you are never more than
I few minutes or
a few miles from expert

BIG BARGAIN
WHEREVER YOU GO?

Pontiac service— the kind of service your
Pontiac deserves.
•
The two service signs you see here identify
more than 4,000 Pontiac dealers across the
country —all pledged, as we are—to give
you the finest service, by factory-trained experts Using factory-engineered parts and
special equipment.
Before you start your summer travels, bring
your Pontiac in for a check.up. And if you
ever need service on the road, look for the
sign of the Pontiac expert —it pays!

Princeton, Ky.

The price you pay for telephone service is low low in
comparison to the costs of most other things you buy—
low in comparison to our costa of supplying service. For
only a few pennies a day you ore in speaking distance of
friends and relatives at any hour—a real package of
convenience and pleasure!
Always• bargain, telephone service is growing in value
every day as the circle of friends and relatives you can
call becomes larger,and service becomes faster and better.

(i Dorothy N: ....;..-4.--i, .
MALONE • Henry HULL \
JOHN ARCHER • USN ItUYSDAElk
JAMES 141104111

I

I.EON ERROI. in "UNINVITED BLONDE"
ADDED! PARAMOUNT
WORLD NEWS

TOM DRAKE
EDMUND GWEN
)AMT LEMM
DOWD CRISP
11614C'

KENTUCKY
Leader Congratulates

NOTE: Please call No. 2141 and give Items for this page to Whoever answers the phone... to expedite handling
of the news.

Tea And Shower Honor
Miss Nancy Groom

220 Members Attend
Circle Meeting Monday

Baptist VBS Closing
Exercises Held Friday

Closing exercises of Vacation
Misses Gertrude Richie and Sue
Circle No. 2, Woman's Society
Farmer entertained with a tea of Christian Service, Ogden Me- Bible School of First Baptis'
and shower last Thursday after- morial Itilethoclist Church, met Church were conducted Friday
noon at the home of Mr. and
Monday night at the home of night at the church, the differMrs Euen Farmer in honor of
ent departments presenting the
Summers Brinson with 20 program. Rev. H. G. M. Hatler
Mrs.
Miss Nancy Groom, bride-elect.
Miss Mary Leta Hamby presid- members present. Mrs. Ralph was in charge. Approxiniately
265 children enroled during the
ed at the tea table which was Randolph, chairman, presided.
Mrs. Stanley Sharp was elect- two weeks' session, the largest
arranged with a centerpiece of
Shasta daisies and pale Hem- ed corresponding secretary and number ever to take part here,
rneracallis, flanked by yellow Mrs. Grayson Harralson was ap- church officials said. Average
pointed transportation chairman. daily attendance was 210. Handtapers in silver candelabra.
Guests included Miss Anne Mrs. Charles Hubbard reported work was displayed in the SunLilly, Marion; Mrs. Jerald Win- $5 had been given toward a day School rooms. The picnic
ters, Lang Island, New York; Negro scholarship. It Was voted was Friday at Kuttawa Springs.
Misses Judy Pruett, Sue Hilliard, to defray half the traveling exDelphine Cunningham and Betty penses of the Chinese students "Gray Canaan" Reviewed
Jo Brummall, all of Western who spoke at the church recentMrs. S. 0. Catlett reviewed
State College, Bowling Green; ly.
The devotional was given by "Gray Canaan," by David Garth,
Misses Mildred Groom, Mary
at a meeting of the United
Leta Hamby, Clemma Joyce Mrs. Conway Lacy. Mrs. George Daughters of the Confederacy
"Darkbook,
the
reviewed
Pettit
Keeney, Wanda Cununins, VirSaturday afternoon at the home
ginia Bowie Satterfield, Jeanette est Africa." The next meeting of Mrs. McKee Thomson.
6:30
supper
potluck
at
will
be
a
Talley, Joan Pickering, Martha
Thirteen members were present.
Jane Stallins, Betty Jo Linton, o'clock, Monday night, July 18,
'GORGEOUS GUSSIE' DISPLAYS FANCY PANTIES—Gertrude
George
Joan Watson and Dottie Dean, at the home of Mrs.
Mrs. Bessie Haamon is spend- "Georgeous Gussie" Moran of Santa Monica, Calif., U. S. Women's
Cash
Ralph
will
Mre.
Pettit.
Prescott,
Mrs.
Kenneth
Mrs.
ing a 10-day vacation with Mr. Indoor titleholder, displays new tennis frock which has fashionable
discuss the United Nations.
James Anderson, the guest-ofand Mrs. Earl Permar, Janette, Wimbledon, England buzzing about the panties with the lace
honor and the hostesses.
fringe. The creation, photographed Sunday during a pre-tournaPa.
• • •
ment tea party at the Hurlingham club, Sunbury, is of white silk
Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Wilson, jersey with a tight waist, short skirt and tight bodice. Under the
Officers Installed By
MadiSonville, were the guests skirt she wears silk jersey panties trimmed with two inches of
First Christian Council
Mr. and Nils. 11. A, Mabry and last week of Mr. and Mrs. W. open lace. (AP Wire photo via radio from London)
Officers installed for the
children are vacationing in the H. Miles.
coming year at a meeting of
Mrs. Floyd Dunbar, vice-presiNortheastern part of the na• • •
Woman's Council, First ChristMr. and Mrs. Clifton Carter
dent; Mrs. Argel Nelson, secretion.
ian Church, Monday night were
• • •
and Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rogers
tary, and Mrs. Clifton Clift, recMrs. Lester Cartwright, presiFredonia Valley
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. French were the guests Sunday of Mr.
reation leader.
dent; Mrs. C E. Gaddie, viceMrs.
Floyd
Jones
was
elected
were the guests last weekend of and Mrs. Robert Traylor, MadMrs. Clift and Mrs. Dunbar
president; Miss Neva Hogan, sectheir daughter, Mrs. Jack B. isonville, in honor of the birth- president of the Fredonia Val- presented the lesson on caring
retary, and Mrs. Walter Rogers,
Land, and Mr. Land, St. Louis, day anniversaries of Mr. Carter ley Homemakers Club at a meet- for the sick. Mrs. Ralph Griffin
treasurer. All were re-elected
and Mr. Traylor.
Mo.
gave the minor lesson, a letter
ing Tuesday night, June 14.
except Miss Hogan, who sucwritten her from her husband
Others chosen
were
Mrs,
ceeds Mrs. Frederick Stallins. The
Mr.
and Mrs.
• *R.* Truck are
Mrs. Do
*Surtenger, Mariwhile in England, describing a
installation service was conCharles
Baker,
vice-president;
vacationing with the former's
visit to an old cathedral there.
ducted by Mrs. Robert Traylor, on, visited friends and relatives sister,
Mrs. Cecil Brasher, secretaryPittsburgh, Pa.
here last week.
Mrs. Leslie Bright, vice-presiMadisonville, formerly a teach• • •
treasurer; Mrs. Russell Yates, dent, presided over the business
• • •
er in the Sunday School here.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert B. Johnrecreation chairman; Mr. J. B. meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Farmer,
son and daughter, Rosemary,
Present were Mesdames LesMr. Herndon Greer has re- Mrs. Herman Lowery and Mr. Pikeville, have been the guests Sory, citizenship chairman; Mrs.
turned from Lafayette, Ind., Robert Kevil spent last Thursday of Mrs. Johnson's parents, Mr. Reed Brown, reading chairman, lie Bright, Clifton Clift, Ralph
and Mrs. Byrd Guess, publicity Griffin, Floyd Dunbar, Clevewhere he attended the gradua- in Evansville,•Ind.
and Mrs. N. C. McCarty. Mr.
•.
chairman.
land Hayes, A. D. McElroy,
t'an exercises of his son, George,
and
Mrs. Johnson returned
Hostess at the meeting were Sara Meyers, J. C. Meyers, Arlie
from Purdue University. Mr. Mrs. W. E. Major and grand- home Sunday and Rosemary reMrs. Cecil Brasher and Mrs. Vinson, Herbert Williams, Hugh
Greer also spent last week-end daughter, Miss Anna French. mained for the summer.
Reed Brown. Roll call was "How Yates, Argel Nelson, Dick Sons
with his daughter, Mrs. Charles Highland Avenue, are spending
two weeks in Cincinnati, 0., and
I would like to spend one vaca- and Harlan Ennis, Misses Grace
Fleming, Lombard, Ill.
Mrs. John Rynak, Chicago,
tion," and most of the answers Adamson and Barbara Williams,
Ill., is visiting her parents, Mr.
included one day in bed just to and Sammie R. Williams.
• • •
The July meeting will be with
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Woodall, and Mrs. N. C. McCarty. Mrs. rest.
Jr., and little son, C. A. III Rynak was formerly Margaret
Major project, home nursing, Mrs. J. C. Meyers.
McCarty.
moved to Hopkinsville Monday,
was presented by Mrs. Thomas.
where he will begin his duties
She explained and showed how
Miss
Genevieve *Snider, Lex- to care
as a music instructor in the
for a sick patient in bed.
Hopkinsville High School Au- ington, was the weekend guest of Mrs. Walter Woodall actef FIRST CHRISTIAN
her sister. Miss Patricia Snider.
gust 1.
the role of patient. Mrs. W. M.
.• •
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock.
• • •
Worship Service, 11 o'clock.
Mrs. J. D. Stephens and son, Young reported on her recent
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Krenrich
CYF, 6 o'clock.
George, are Visiting her brother, trip to Florida and gave each
and little daughter, of Syracuse,
M. E. Goodwin, and Mrs. Good- person a leaf collected during
N. Y., are visiting her parents,
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
spending some time with Mr. theh visit.
Mr. and Mrs. Leo Walker, HopPresent were Mesdames Floyd
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
and Mrs. Velvin Quarks, Memkinsville Road. Mrs. Krenrich phis, Tenn.
Jones, Walter Woodall, J. H. William E. Cunningham, pastor
is the former Jayne Walker.
Thomas, Cecil Brasher, J. J.
• • •
Sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Ringel and Rogers, Charles Wilson, W. M.
Mr. and Mrs. Brooks Ware and son, Philip,
Young People's Service 6:00
and daughter, Sue Young, Russell Yates, Byrd
baby, Morganfield, were the Ann, of
Burbank, Calif., arrived Guess, J. B. Sory and Reed P.m.
guests last weekend of Mrs. Wednesday
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
for a visit with Mrs. Brown and Miss Dora Young.
Ware's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ringers aunt, Mrs. Tom
Wednesday evening
prayer
Cash, Mrs. Sarah Conway became, a
Herbert
Morse.
LIT UK
Jr., and Mr. Cash, W. Main new member. Mrs. Tom Grub- service 7:00 p.m.
N' aid YOUR BRAKES
Saturday, Evangelistic service
street. Philip Ringel has appear- ber was a visitor.
• • •
Clock YOUR TIRES
Herbert S. Beck, Chicago, Ill., ed in many motion pictures since
7:00 p.m.
(Aga YOUR STEERING
was the guest last week of his the age of six months, and has
Youth Fellowship. 6 p.m.
▪ Mork YOUR WHEELS
sister, Mrs. George Stephens, recently been awarded two roles Lebanon
7:30 Evening Worship.
▪ Mork YOUR WIRING
Officers for the coming year
and Mr. Stephens, 207 Shepard- on the legitimate sage.
Morning Worship, 11 a.m.
were elected at the last meeting
son street.
• • •
of Lebanon Homemakers Club
• • •
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Cheese is an excellent addition
Inquire about our budget
Captain and Mrs. C. M. Mc- to make to scrambled eggs—both Friday afternoon, June 3, at the David W. Schulherr, Minister
plan for all motor repairs
home
of
Mrs.
Clay
Scott.
Chesney and baby, Birmingham, from the point of view of nutriSUNDAY
on all makes of cars.
Mrs. Howard Pickering was
Ala., are visiting Miss Emma tion and flavor. Cook the eggs
9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
chosen
president; Mrs. Cash 10:45 o'clock, Morning Worship
Morse
in a double boiler and stir in
Gray, vice-president; Mrs. Ver• • •
7:30 o'clock, Evening Worship
grated America cheese or a little
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Miles creamed cottage cheese just 'be- non Taylor, secretary-treasurer, WEDNESDAY
and Mrs. Glenn Owen, recreawere in Madisonville Sunday. fore serving.
7:30 o'cclock, Evening Worship
tion leader.
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
Major project lesson, caring
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
for the sick in the home, was
FIRST
BAPTIST
presented by the leaders, with
H. G. M. Hatler, Pastor.
Mrs. Howard Pickering demon9:45 a.m. Sunday School
strating how to change an oc11:50 a.m. Morning Service
cupied bed and Mrs. Maurice
6:45 p.m. Training Union.
Glass showing how to give bed
bath. Mrs. Glen Owen
was LEBANON BAPTIST
"patient" for both demonstra(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
tions. '
Services held every second
Present were Mesdames Pol- Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
lard Thompson, Virgil Phelps, and Sunday morning at 11
Cash. Gray, M. C. Cartwright, 3'clock,
Howard Pickering, Vernon TayTissues, muscles, veins, bones, lungs, heart
lor, Clay Scott, Roger Picker- OGDEN METHODIST
ing, James McGregor, Glenn Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
- - - these are different.
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Owen and Maurice Glass and
THE PRESCRIPTION written by your Doctor is an
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Miss Wflina Vandiver.
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
order for certain medicines FOR YOU EXCLUSIVELY.
6 o'clock
Crider
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Crider Homemakers Club met
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
at the home of Mrs. Harlan Ennis o'clock
Wednesday, June 15. Officers
Take medicine prepared for some one else
were elected as follows:
Some types of banana must be
- - - it could be detrimental.
Mrs. Harlan Ennis, president; cooked before they can be eaten.

Homemaker News

Mr. and Mrs. James W. Tabor,
Fredonia, on the ' birth of a
daughter Thursday, June 16.
Loretta Kaye weighed seven
pounds 12 ounces.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Felix B. McIntosh, Route 3, Dawson Springs,
on the arrival of a daughter,
Doris Faye, Thursday, June 16.
The baby weighed seven and a
half pounds.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Traylor, Bassett, Va., on the birth of
a daughter, Tuesday, May 31, in
Princeton hospital. The baby,
who weighed nine pounds 11
ounces, has been named Nancy
Young. Mrs. Traylor was formerly Sara E. Young, Crider.
a a *
Mr. and Mrs. David H. Perkins, Fredonia, on the arrival
of a son, David Bruce, Wednesday, June 1. The baby weighed
seven pounds five ounces.

0. Dalton, New London, Conn.,
on the arrival of a daughter Friday, June 10. Rebecca Louise
weighed eight pounds five
ounces. Mr. Dalton, a nephew of
KIss Mettle Dalton, N. Jefferson street, formerly lived in
Caldwell county.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. Don Chatham,
Louisville, on the birth of a son,
Wednesday,
Randolph,
Donn
weighed
June 15. The baby
eight pounds one ounce. Mrs.
Chatham is the former Betty
Lindle, who taught in the Princeton schools.
Shirred eggs, chicken livers
and scalloped tomatoes make a
delicious main course for a party luncheon. Let a tossed green
salad, hard rolls and butter, dessert and a beverage complete
the menu. The dessert might be
an apple cobbler with hard
sauce or fresh pears baked with
spices and brawn sugar.

ie senior year for 'i's.
Mock Andrews (above)
of
Mass., was a little more Stor,
difficult
for her than it is for most pow
(
She had to take time ou,t
fare
classes at Simmons College,
Bp.
ton, to greet the stork. Ma*
made the grade, however, ails Et
Harold attended her
graduated.
Here she holds twin prizes;
fox,
Basket making is one of the months old Harold and her
diplo.
a a a
industries.
ancient
most
ma.
(AP
Wirephato)
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Allison, Crider, on the birth of
a daughter Saturday, June 4.
Patricia Ann weighed six pounds
one ounce.
a a *
Mr. and Mrs. Elliott F. Mitchell, Route 2, Cobb, on the arrival of a son Monday, June 6.
The baby, who has been named
Elliott Franklin, weighed three
pounds four ounces.
.a
Mr. and
Mrs. Charles R.
Hughes, 510 N. Franklin street,
AN BA CU. FT.
on the birth of a daughter,
REFRIGERATOR
Tcrnell, Wednesday, June 8. The
baby weighed six pounds nine
THAT TAKES NO
ounces.
MORE SPACE
* * *
THAN AN
Mr. and Mrs. John Asbridge,
ORDINARY "6"
Route I, Marion, on the birth of
a son Wednesday, June 15, in
the Princeton Hospital. John
Earl weighed seven and a half
pounds.
* * *
Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Smith,
Route 3 Princeton, on the arrival of a son, David Kenneth,
Monday, June 20 The baby
weighed six and a half pounds.
* * *
Warrent Officer and Mrs. R.

SPACE-SAVER

BUDGET MODEL IS THE BUY!

At The Churches

EASY TO OWN
THE NEW GRAY MAGIC
ROYAL PORTABLE!

This big 8%' cu. ft. Coolerator is lower—narrower—fits
in the space of an ordinary "6"—yet holds 25 to 30
more food. The spacious Flavor-Sever Food Comparttnent gives you room galore to store tall bottles and
bulky articles. The built-in Freezer Compartment holds
23 lbs. of frozen food with a separate shelf for quick
freezing ice cubes. A glass-covered Crisp-O-Lator which
glides out with a touch of the finger provides ideal
Moist Cold storage for fruits and vegetables.
Coolerator's new,Space-Saver Budget Model is styled
for lasting beauty—featured for step-saving convenience—and value priced to give you the most for your
refrigerator dollar

HOWARD D. HAPPY CO.,
INC.
704 S. Main St.
HOPKINSVILI.E

Each human being is different . . .
some stronger, some tall, some short .

DON'T

Use Medicines prepared
especially for you alone.
Filling Prescriptions is our FIRST consideration.

ELECTRONIC SCIENCE
TIMES YOUR
WATCH
Su_ Yzia.
MAI leosu6

Corner Drug Store

Other Barizons for your VaCAtion . . . streamli"
patented slip in Barbizon exclusive fabrics.
Nylon, 35% Rayon.

Enthrall—in Barbizon', exclusive aonder f3brie'
65% Nyon, 35% Rayon. Delectable trimmed wfill
Nylon net.

aCtifeiL
CONTROLLED BY..

QUARTZ CRYSTAL
to the accuracy
of the sans

med

RUSSELL'S JEWELRY
203 N. Harrison St.

Princeton,

Ky.

"Princeton's Finest Dept. Store"
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Owl Disrupts Electrical
Service in Two States

Page Seven

W. Kentucky Road
Bids Are Asked

Elizabeth, Ill.—(AP)—The wise
old owl apparently isn't so wise
when it comes to electricity. An
owl picked an electric transmission line for a perch and disrupted service to rural users
in two northern Illinois counties and part of southwestern
Wisconsin.

Dawson Springs-Hopkinsville Route Will
Be Surfaced'

rankfol•t, June 22—Over 1,You can utilize apace at either
!riles of State concrete and
side of a fireplace for bookshelves
roads have received
extending to the ceiling. Display
nter lines this spring and bric-a-brac on the
upper shelves.
tional 3,500 miles must
in the ease of more heavily
before the Kentucky
traveled roads the operati'm is
tt•
-.oat of Highways is repeated during the year.
The
$100,annual
mileage was increased this year
with this
when the department decided to
i‘• operation.
, report to Highway Com- put center line stripes on all
ioner John A. Keck, Main- blacktop and concrete roads down
Director M. F. Johnson to those carrying as many as TOP MAN FOR THE ARMY—Gordon Gray (left), Winston-Salem, N. C., who was an infantry private seven years ago, re-enacts his swearing in as Secretary of the Army at Washington.
Secretary
.148 miles of concrete 250 vehicles a day. Striping last
of Defense Louis Johnson (right) administered the oath. Present for the ceremony are
Gray's mothway and '250 miles of black- year was limited to roads carry- er and
sepfather,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
B.
F.
Bernard,
his
wife (left to right, rear) and two of his sons, Boyden,
roads have been striped since ing 500 vehicles daily or more.
6, and Burton, 8, (left to right, front). Pictures of actual ceremony were not permitted. (AP WireAs another safety measure,
I 1. Barring unfavorable
photo)
er, the remaining 3,500 115,000 warning direction and
IM.O.
s of blacktop roads will re- traffic signs have been erected
white and yellow cen- along Kentucky highways. Johnduring the coming =n- son's report stated 27,000 of
_
these metal signs had to be re- Mrs. Maude rt. lon'es
it:las.'
••n's report pointed out placed or repaired last year at a
Funeral se r v c.e s for Mrs
er line striping is only one cost of about $50,000.
Maude Ridley Jones, wife of
Louisville, June 22—Mid-week
projects
out
carried
"Some of this damage result- William
veral
The Leader is authorized to anM. Jones, were consummer
closings for a half-day
of
the
safety
ed from natural depreciation of
nounce the following candidates
as division for
ducted
Thursday
afternoon, for State representative, subject are being observed by
merchants
traveling public. The entire the signs", thereport said, "but
June 9, at the home. Rev. Olen to the action of the voters at the
urn, including erection of a vast amount may be attributed Sisk was in charge. Burial
primary election, Saturday, Aug. in fewer than half as many Kenwas
• -ails, warning signs, route directly to vandalism. Thousand in Lebanon Church Cemetery. 6, 1949:
tucky cities and towns this year
Democrats:
., traffic signals and of dollars of the highway users'
as in 1948, according to a surMrs. Jones, who died TuesWILLIAM
L.
JONES
control,
calls
for
money must be spent each year
-id ice
vey just completed by the Ken• • •
day June 7, of a paralytic
.:1.141 expenditure of more to replace signs which have been
stroke, was 56 years old. Besides
The Leader is authorized to an- tucky Chamber of Commerce.
shot up or otherwise mutilated
8750,000.
Twelve communities have anher husband she is survived by nounce the following candidates
for county
roads bearing center lines. by the public for whose benefit
subject to the nounced Wednesday
her mother, Mrs. Florence Ridley, action of thejudge,
afternoon
voters at the primary
be repainted each year, and the signs are erected."
Princeton, and seven chuldren, election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949: as the closing period until September 1. They are BarbourDemocrats:
Mrs. Johnnie DeBoe, Murl Jones
CLYDE 0. WOOD
ville,
Carrollton,
and Donald Jones all of PrinceCovington,
• • •
Guthrie, Harlan, Irvine, Ludton; Mrs. Claud Brasher, FreThe Leader is authorized to an- low,
Manchester, Middlesborough,
donia; Clifton Jones, Evansville, nounce the following candidates
Ind.; Orbie Jones, New York, for county attorney, subject to the Ravenna, Somerset and Winchesand Jack G. Jones, Texas. Three action of the voters at the primary ter.
Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
In ten others, stores will be
sons and a daughter preceded election,
Democrats:
closed Thursday afternoons
her in death.
CLAUSCINE R. BAKER
They are Central City, Franklin,
• • •
Paulbearers were James Catlett, Murray Sell, Billy McCasThe Leader is authorized to an- Fulton, Kuttawa, Mayfield, Morlin, James Smith, Dixie Oliver nounce the following candidates tons Gap, Princeton, Salt Lick,
for sheriff, subject to the action
and Claud Brasher. Flowers were of the
voters at the primary elect- Tompkinsville and Wingo.
Nine communities advised the
carried by neighbots.
ion, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
State Chamber that their sumDemocrats:
GLOVER J. LEWIS
mer schedule had not yet been esT. H. Heazlitt
HYLAN MITCHELL
tablished, and 22 of the 74 that
(Most Al! Cars)
SID SATTERFIELD
T. H. Heazlitt, father of Mrs.
were contacted said stores would
MACK RUSTIN
C. W. Dilworth, died WednesFIBER SEDAN, full set
$ 8.64 day
not close. The remaining 22 did
Republicans:
of last week in Louisville.
FREDERICK McCONNELL
not reply.
FIBER DELUXE SEDAN, full set
11.64
Mr. Heazlitt often visited Mrs.
MITCHELL CLIFT
This annual survey is conduct•
•
•
at
lived
she
DELUXE PLASTIC SEDAN, full set
15.79 Dilworth when
The Leader is authorized to an- ed by the State Chamber in
Fredonia where the Rev. Mr.
COUPE SETS FROM
6 24 to 11.34 Dilworth was pastor of First nounce the following candidates response to numerous requests
for county court clerk, subject to from business firms both in and
GUARANTEED MUFFLERS
4 25 to 7.49 Presbyterian Church.
the action of the voters at the outside Kentucky
whose repreprimary election, Saturday, Aug.
sentatives contact the State's re6, 1949:
John Morse
tail trade.
Democrats:
Funeral services were conductPHILIP STEVENS
LiberRepublicans:
in
afternoon
Saturday
ed
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
JOHN B. MORGAN
ty Church far John Morse, 69,
• • •
is
He
who died Friday, June 17.
The Leader is authorized to ansurvived by two sons, Paul and nounce the following candidates
128 E. Main St.
Phone 3726
for jailer, subject to the action of
Thomas.
the voters at the primary election,
SAM McCONNELL
0. T. STRONG
Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Owner
Manager
Democrats:
, Mrs Callie Dunbar
HAMPTON NICHOLS
Mrs. Callie Dunbar, 74, died
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for county tax commissioner, subject to the action of the voters at
the prirnary election, Saturday,
Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
MRS. S. J. LARKINS
Republicans:
MISS MAGGIE M. DUNBAR

Deaths & Funerals

I

Political
Announcements

Summer Closingsr
Cut Half In State

Frankfurt -(AP)Bids for improving approximately 200 miles
of roads were called for by the
State Highway Department this
week.
The bids, to be opened here
July 8, cover 18 miles of federal
aid secondary state roads, 89
miles of state rowls, and 90 miles
of rural roads to be improved by
'se of the additional two cents1
gasoline tax.
The federal aid roads, all to
be graded, drained and given a
triffic bound surface, include:
Ballard and McCracken counties — Bandana-Woodville-Kevil
road, between Banana and U. S.
60, 7,538 miles; McCracken—Paducah-Oaks-Symsorria road, from
mile and a half south of ReidLand
to Graves county line, excluding
a 5,125 ft. section, 2.904 miles.
State roads, all surfacing include:
Christian—Oak
Grove-Herndon-Gracy road from. U. S.-68 at
Gracey to Ky.-84 at Newstead,
5.70 miles and Hopkinsville-Dawson Springs road from U. S.-68
to U. S. reservation, 19.753 miles.
Graves — Mayfield-Tennessee
line road from Mayfield to Ky.121, one mile; Mayfield-Farmington-Murray road from Ky.-97
to Calloway county line, 8.761
miles.
Rural roads include:
Reconstruction and
traffic-

This
Fabric is
Made of

Bemberg
Rayon Yarn

Certified
As full serviceable by
The U. S. 'Testing Co.

Yes! It's really true - beautiful Bemberg
Sheer Dresses
that are

COOL
and practical. . .

The type that fits into every occasion, and at this
low price you'll want several direct from one of
the largest manufacturers and featured starting
Friday at

NEW SHIPMENT AUTO SEAT
COVERS

BE WISE SAVE AT BILL'S

SPECIAL PURCHASE
Dress Promotion

•

AUTO ASSOCIATE STORE

SPECIAL ON WASHING
MACHINES

bound surface:
Wheat is the most widely disCrittenden—Frances-New Sa- tributed of the cereal crops.
lem road from U. 5.-60 extending
More than 250 species of aster
1.9 miles.
are native of North America.
Stones were used for cannonballs in early artillery.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!

399

•asse,
WANT HER TO KNOW
YOUR LOVE IS
WITH HER, TOO?

ALTON I4.
TE.c,.P,Lat
LFTON

Sizes: 9 to 15 — 12 to 12 — 38 to 44

W. G. Walrond, M.

Mrs. Rae I. Engelhardt, Owner

I BLOCK NO117140; RU71.14141611

It's Here!The Top ValueIn Town!
NEWEST

NOTICE!
TAXPAYERS

Tax Commissioner's Office Open
July 1, for benefit of taxpayers

EXCLUSIVE

The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for magistrate, subject to the action of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Republicans:
W. FRANK RILEY, DIST. NO. 5
Democrats:
JOHN LAWS, DIST. NO. 3

ection 132.220:
It shall be the duty of persons owning or having
• ny
interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to
appear before the tax commissioner between July 1
nd September 1, 1949,and have same listed".

Refrigerator With

SELF DEFROSTER

/aka/AT A
NEW LOW PRICE

Heat leftover cooked rice with
a little butter or margarine, then
add bits of shrimp or diced cooked ham, cooked green peas or
snapbeans, and a little finely cut
celery. Flavor the whole thing
with onion juice, soy sauce, and
a dash of sugar—if you like a
Chinese touch.

269"

Monday, June 20, at the home of
her daughter, Mrs. Mabel Morriss,
Princeton, after a long illness.
Funeral services were conducted
at the grave in Webster county
Tuesday by the Rev. Reed Woodall.

LOADED WITH FEATURES
• Automatic Defrosting
•Fold-Away Shelf
•Rollator Coldmaker
•Case-Plus Bottle Storage
• Meat-Storage Coldpack
• 14 sq. ft. Shelf Area
• Wide Side Freezer -•4 Easy-Out Ice Trays
27-lb. capacity
• Sliding Hydrovoir
•5-Year Protection Plan

Walker Has It

It shall be the duty of the taxpayers to appear at the
Tax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by
the following law, according to the Kentucky Statute

NORGE

Big 8 Cubic Foot

"Rock Sharpe"
Stemware
Walker's Drug & Jewelry

EXCLUSIVE SELF-D-FROSTER SYSTEM PUTS
AN END TO MANUAL DEFROSTING

WILL GIVE YOU
THAT EXTRA
LIFT YOU
NEED FOR •
EVERY
DAY
DUTIES.

I. Refrigerator automatically turns itself off—then,
after the defrost period,
automatically turns itself
on again!

2. Thin film of frost on out-

3. Defrost water drains into

side of freezer is dissolved

easy -to-remove,

—refrigerator always works
at peak efficiency.

Handefroster--can be emptied at your convenience!

spillproof

Don't Delay. .. Get Your Norge Now! Use Our Easy Payment Plan!

Mrs. S. J. Larkins
Tax Commissioner Caldwell County

B.N.LUSBY CO.

0°AL:owe-ton
CREAMERY,

132 E. MAIN ST.

PHONE 3141
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Tests made at the Kentucky
Agricultural Experiment Station
indicate that When green-manure
crops tow ,grown before tobacco,
and nitrogen is to be used, it
usually is better to apply the
nitrogen when the green-manure
crop is plowed under rather than
earlier in the season.
When 100 pounds of nitrogen
was Used on barley-vetch greenmanure crops in March, the yield
of burley was 200 pounds an
acre less the gross receipts $150

1' Farmers in Trigg
I Make Improvements

leas an acre, than where the
nitrogen , was applied at the Ulm
the green-manure crops were
turned in early May.
Where barley alone was grown
for green manure, applying the
nitrogen in March lowered the
yield of tobacco 200 pounds an
acre and the value $135 an acre,
compared with a similar crop
that received the same amount of
nitrogen at the time of plowing.
Comparing the barley-vetch
with the barley alone, as a greenmanure crop, yield and value of
tobacco were increased by the
vetch when no nitrogen or 50
pounds an acre was applied, but
not when 100 pounds was used.

Several Trigg county farmers are making improvements
in their homes which will contribute to easier and more comfortable living, notes Farm Agent
Keith S. Venable. Boone Alexander and Arlon Leneave, for
example, are putting in running
water, hot water heaters, bathrooms and kitchen sinks.
Mr. and Mrs. Early Perry also
are modernizing their house to
,nclude running water, electric
,luipment in the kitchen, hot
water heat and other improvements.

I Sleep To Live
New Orleans was the nation's
'Tis said a man may live 60
fourth largest city and second
lays without food, 14 days withas a port to New York in 1840.
ut water, but only 8 days without sleep. Try to get adequate
Some species of bamboo blos
every night to keep your
som only about every 32 years. ' HITLER'S YACHT PASSES MANHATTAN'S SKYSCRAPERS—The "Grille," once the gift of the sleep
youth and beauty.
skyscrapers.
German people to Adolf Hitler, moves into the Ea at River past downtown Manhattan
Purchased from the British admiralty by George A rida, Middle East industrialist and British consul my morale if they'd agree on
Dawson Road
at Tripoli, the craft will go on display in New York for charity. (AP Wirephoto)
whether to put two good numbers back to back on records
or one good record and one
a big roomy purse that doesn't
How about a moth-proof bag stinker. Shuffling them is what
look like a cello case.
for storing woolens which isn't is bothersome.
Typewriter people, I'm sure, as awkward to handle as at matMarion
Princeton
And finally, why in the world
could produce a machine which ress?
doesn't a genius apply himself
By Cynthia Lowry
doesn't require a trained meIf we must have television— to the problem of anchoring
AP Newsfeatures Writer
chanic for ribbon changing.
and it looks as though we hats on wonien's heads? There
time someone is no way for a lady with short
People who write instructions must—it's high
This is a highly civilized world
Not for a day but for
we're living in. There isn't any- for assembling such items as designed knives, forks, spoons, tresses to wear a wide-brmmed
all time.
outdoor chairs and work tables plates and trays that wouldn't hat if the slightest bit of air is
cal Work on Cars and Trucks—
thing, practically, that we can't could put
them into such English spill and could be managed in stirring—unless she loops herachieve in the way of comfort, as a
woman could understand.
The dark, because everyone self with one of those elastic
style or efficiency.
I haven't made a study, but knows that the best programs band horrors.
Therefore, I wish people in the there must be
a master-mind come on right in the middle
On mature thought, I'd say
Established 1907
proper fields would just gut a around the nation who
could of the soup course.
that this hat problem is the
B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge
little thought and effort in mak- think up a way to make
Phone 2441
the
People who make phonograph one which should be tackled
of shop—
ing some small changes to make job of putting up
screens and records could do wonders with first.
life so much pleasanter.
For instance:
Why can't blouse manufacFor over 40 years we
turers add enough material to
Car and Delivery
the bottom of their blouses so
have stayed and paid
Call 2408 to Get Your
that tithe blouses don't pull away
from skirt belts?
Why can't someone invent a
process to keep heels from running over?
Why hasn't anyone invented
a lipstick which really stays
through a full-course dinner,
and which can be applied like
other lipstick?
Why not design an automobile you can climb into and out
of without doubling up like an
acrobat and pulling your clothes
out of shape?
Why not a perfume container
which would really keep perfume intact in one's purse and
not result in cologne-flavored
Four inches of Fiberglas Blowing Wool is equal cigarettes.
How about stockings that don't
to 12 feet solid masonry.
run and garters that keep seems
The BEST home appliances today are Fiberglas straight?
Why not have store-bought
insulated. Ships, planes, buses and trains are dresses and suits come with the
buttons firmly and securely
insulated with Fiberglas.
anchored on?
It would be dreamy to have
Guaranteed life of building against settling,
some plastic that looks like
moisture and rot. Provides no food for rodents white kid and buckskin for
summer shoes—but which could
or varmints.
be cleaned by simply wiping it
No obligation for free estimates. Call us coi- off.
I'd like some nail polish that
led or drop us a card.
would not get thick and messy
as you get toward the bottom of
the bottle.
And then why can't they fashion women's pajamas and slacks
that begin to approximate a
1723 Broadway
Paducah, Ky.
Phone 275 fit?
Certainly some handbag deFOR ROOFING AND SIDEWALL WORK
signer could produce, a small
model which could hold something beside a small compact. Or

Princeton Motor
Sales

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency

Time Savor
A liquid masking solution
based on plastic resins can be
brushed around window panes
when wood surface* are to be
painted. After the paint is dry,
the plastic shield can be peeled
off like tape, thus saving timeconsuming work of removing
excess paint by scraping.

Trigg Boy Wins Cup
Al the

23,
sclay, June

Trigg county 4.11
rally day program ttrp,
a club member with
a
seven years in club
u,
0,800 worth of prop.
plated, was awarded
being the outstanding
in the county.

TOBACCO NAIL
INSURANCE
Don't take chances with hail
Avoid worry and possiLle catastrophe
It costs no more to insure early, rates reason.
able.

Highway
for long rang,
met here rec
the primary
for 1950.
A, Keck, a the
of Highways, r
,tion of the
,reposal to de
,art of the fun
north -south a

C. A. WOODALL INSURANCE
AGENCY
Phone 2441

Maiden's Prayer
To Inventors

AT RINEY'

FIBERGLAS
Blowing Wool
Is Naturally Befter

FAMOUS

Stop in today and
compare these General
Tire Quality Features

0. BERKLEY
WEST. KY. ROOFING CO.

* LONG MILEAGE

With
With •

Travel-Cool
Ira— RAYONS

With •
With •

Cigare
fires.

E INSUR1
Cool Rayon keeps you
comfortable all summer

PLA

S'

long! Holds a press
wrinkles smooth out—
Now reduced in season
for your saving.

* EXTRA STRENGTH
* DOUBLE GRIP TREAD
* SAFETY TRACTION
* EASY RIDING COMFORT

USE OUR
EASY
PAY PLAN
TAKE TILL FALL
TO PAY!

PLAY IT ALL YOU PLEASE!
We won't say that this General Electric portable will
play forever—though it very well might, judging by its
features. It's self-charging—you can play it all you please!
To recharge, simply plug into AC house current, or
recharge from a car haitery! Large 51,4' speaker
natural color tone. Maroon plastic cabinet.

..

FAMOUS MAKES
NEW CAR
TAKE OFFS
Traded in on new General
Super Squeegees. Some
driven afew blocks,some
ofew miles. Yours now at
sensational savings.Also
guaranteed used tires.

ORGANDY PRISCILLA
ASK US ABOUT OUR
Aie
l e
TUBE DEAL

BARGAIN
SPARES
and used tubes. Just
what you need In an
emergency. Plenty of
them here with plenty of
miles left In them.

Model 160.

Window Beauty at a Budget Price!

Permanent finish, starehless, white. Special purchase
Don't wait!

WOMEN'S SKIRTS
1.77 and 2.77
Good selection, patterns and colors

Women's Blouses .
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 3240
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rt,—Membars of the
Highway Users' Cornlong range highway
met here recently to
primary highway
1950. Commissioner
Keck, of the DepartHighways, requested
tion of the departproposal to devote the
rt of the funds availnorth-south and east-

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
west routes.
"With about $10,000,000 of
State and federal funds available during 1950 for primary
and urban construction, we must
be sure this money Is spent
where it will return the most
income," Mr. Keck told the committee. "Nearly $3,000,000 will
be required for completion of
prcsjects already underway, but
it is my feeling the balance
should be used to relieve bottlenecks on principal north-south
and east-west routes.
"We have requested you gentlemen to meet with us to help
us decide this question. Factual
data has been prepared for your
consideration which will help
you to determine which of the

,

Ky. Farm News

FLObb IN ACTION—In the upper photo, the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Lloyd Parker is sliding sedately into water which has undermined it after breaking through a dike at a nearby irrigation reservoir at Roggen, Colo. In the lower picture, it has righted itself and
is moving out into the main stream.(AP Wirephoto)

.>

Prescriptions
Phone 2075

'000 DRUG STORE
E CAREFUL...
With cigarettes in your car - With cigarettes in bed - With cigarettes in the barn - -

roads should come first and how
far we can go with money
available."
Five of the seven-member
committee were present. R. M.
Proctor, Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation; Eugene Stuart, Louisville Automobile Club; H. P.
Minch, Kentucky Rural Letter
Carriers' Association; Marion
Ross, Plant-mix Asphalt Association and Charles Lovell, Portland Cement Association.
The committee met with the
commissioner, Chief Engineer
Dwight H. Bray, Consulting
Engineer Thomas Cutler and
Planning Director R. M. Bagby.
Mr. Lovell, as chairman of the
committee, announced the group
approved the plan of east-west
and north-south
development
outlined by the commissioner. A
future meeting will be held in
which decisions will be reached
as to actual programming, Mr.
Lovell said.
"Difficulties are being experienced within the department as
to acquiring rights-of-way," Mr.
Keck announced. "This is particularly true where re-alignment and reconstruction re-

With cigarettes in timber - in

. BE CAREFUL
90 PKINSVILLE
Cigarettes have caused many disastrous
shop

fires.

INSURED

BE CAREFUL

eeps yol
II surnme

PLAY SAFE

4

.4k

-:-

CALL US

wicarso n
for

press...

Women's Wear

th out—

"Not More, But Bet-

secisca

ter Merchandise"

arrison St.

Phone 2620

exclusively yours
(Incorporated)

Tax Ordinance Is
Finally Adopted
Kercheval Reports On
Firemen's School; Truck
Chassis Bought
The city's 1949 tax rate was
fixed at 65 cents on each $100
worth of taxable property by
unanimous vote at Monday
night's Council meeting, following second reading of the tax
ordinance.
The ordinance allocates $ cents
for maintenance of Coon Library, 25 cents for the sinking fund
and 35 cents for the general fund.
Taxes become due July 1, and
all payments made before July
20, 1949, will be discounted 2
percent. The ordinance appears
in this issue of The Leader.
Fire Chief Clyde Kercheval
reported concerning the firemen's school at Lexington last
week, which he and Fireman
Delmar Shortt attended, stating
many valuable and worthwhile
points in fire fighting were emphasized, and said an effort will
be made to impart some of the
knowledge gained to all members of Princeton's fire department.
A representative of the St.
Louis fire truck company was
present and a proposal to purchase a new fire truck was given
consideration. B i d s, quoting
prices on chassis for fire trucks,
were opened, and the bid of
Randolph Motors for a Ford
chassis was accepted.
Payment of $1,000 funding
bond and funding bond interest
of $140, due June 1, 1949, were
reported paid. Payment of the
bond leaves $6,000 in funding
bonds unpaid, an official said.

Jimmie Durham, Laurel county 4rH'ent, sold 11,000 strawberry
plants this spring from a patch
started in 1947. •
Forty-five farmers and 4-11'ers
in Whitley county have enrolled
in the corn derby contest, 95
percent of them growing hybrid
corn.
It is estimated that at least
3,000 acres of Ladino clover seed
were sowed in Henderson county
this spring.
Joe Gordon al Bell county
sold $150 worth of mixed greens
by May 1.
About 17,000 strawberry plants
were set out in 511 patches in
Marion county this spring.
More than 22,000 linear feet
of tile have been used in Elliott
county this spring, affecting
drainage of 145 acres.
Jack Wade, one of the large
swine breeders in Bullitt county, lost approximately 100 head
of feeder pigs and sows with flu
and pneumonia.
Two coal companies in Pike
county are using Ky. 31 fescue
and lespedeza to control erosion.
Ten farmers in Magoffin county are carrying out a complete
spray program on their fruit
trees.
Herschel Anderson of Knox
county planted 2,000 pine trees
this year, after plowing furrows
around a hill.
The Daviess county homemakers association has a membership of 486 women.
Approximately 5,000 pounds of
wool] were consigned to the Kentucky Wool Growers Cooperative
by Pendleton county sheepmen.
William 0. Gilreath of McCreary county filled a 65-ton
silo from 20 acres of alfalfa.

Page Eleven
The record rainfall in New
Orleans was 15.1 Inches in 17
hours.

Casey Women Hold
Flower Exchange
The second annual flower exchange in Casey county brought
together 91 members of 16 homemakers clubs and their friends
Surplus plants, bulbs, seeds, cutting and small trees were offered
and accepted in short order,
said Miss Sunshine Colley, home
agent,
Following the flower exchange,
and in observance of International Day, each club gave interesting information concerning a foreign country through
demonstration, costume or exhibit.
Ninety three percent of stolen
automobiles and 21 percent of

Dead Stock
WANTED
The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfec-ied
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call
We pay all phone charges.

KENTUCKY RENDERING WORKS
Arnold Ligon Truck Line
Contact
JAMES D MASHBURN
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 3698

Princeton, Ky.

The wall paint MADE WITH OILI

He Can't Give Money
Away—In Baltimore

Baltimore— (AP) — Want to
give money away? Don't come
to Baltimore to try it.
William Bond and Charles McCardle made a bet the other day
after Bond mused aloud htat
money was so cheap nowdays
you couldn't give it away. McCord]o thought otherwise, and
backed up his thainking with a
$5 bill.
Then, in broad daylight, the
began walking a stipulated three
blocks, McCardle courteously offering a $1 bill to the first pedestrian they met.
The first pedestrian glared and
wouldn't accept. They stopped
smile more. Several already had
abuck. Several figured McCardle
had a gimmick He tried ten
times and found no taker.
The eleventh however, took
McCardle. He was a cop who
a buck. Several figured McCardle
had a gimmick. He tried ten
into the other direction, for
reasons of his own.
So McCardle, who lives at
Norristown, Pa., was hailed into
magistrate's court.
The
charge. 'Panhandling.
McCardle told his strange
story. The magistrate dismissed
quires acquisition of additional
the charge. The buck wound up
property to eliminate dangerin the police poor box.
ous curves. This committee could
serve Kentucky in no better way
than to urge citizens to be Clinton Leaf Valuable
County Agent D. E. Salisbury
reasonable regarding grants for
says Clinton county farmers are
rights-of-way."
looking forward to another good
tobacco year. The 1,000 acres in
tobacco in the county last year
made an average yield of 1,716
pounds an acre, and sold for an
average of 48 cents a pound.
Money received from the crop
totaled $789,000.

Covers Wallpaper
Paint or Plaster in
One Coat.
Easier to put on...
it's made with OIL...
not a water-thinned
coating.
BEST PAINT SOLD

Apply with the
BPS FLATLUX Brush

Se. the Matching 3
Flatlux is Identically
Matched in Color with
SATIN-LUX and GLOS-LUX
Ask for Folder
BY PATTERSON-SARGENT

McGough Paint & Wallpaper Store
"The Complete Point Store"

'LB. X-RAY UNIT

Chrysler Offers You

Over 50 common sense advances that give you more for your money in
safety, performance and comfort.
Blow a tire,
New

Value in Satiety!

and Chrysler's Safety Rim Wheel hold, the
tire on. Stop auddenly—Safety Cushion Dish
protects the child on the front seat. Electrisally operated,eonstant speed windshield wiper
assures safer vision. Power applied to the
engine doesn't slow it. These typical arysler
"'firsts" mean more for your moneyi

Women now find 2-way
help for old problem
What to do for woman's oldest
problem, functional monthly pain?
Many a girl and woman has found
the answer in CARDUrg 2-Way help.
You laa, Cutout may make things
Iota easier for you in either of two
ways: (1) started 3 days before
"your time- and taken as directed
bn the label, it should help relieve
functional periodic pain; (2) taken
throughout the month like a tonic,
It should improve your appetite,aid
digestion. and thus help build up
resistance for the trying days to
come. CARDITI ta scientifically prepared and scientifically tested. If
you surfer "at those certain times;
get CARDUI today.

NOW IN PRINCETON

Court House
JUNE 23-29
9 o'clock to 3 o'clock except no work is scheduled Friday
afterrioon and Saturday.

%MARS WINDSOR I DOOR SEDAN
wadi Priwouour- Find Drier* rm....Jiro —drive vrgahro“ dagline

Near Value in Performance! New High
Compression Spitfire engine features exclusive
Waterpreof Ignition. You can drive through high
water, start in dampest weather. Driving ip easier
and safer with sensational Preetomatic Fluid
Drive Transmission. Amazing new Center Umtrisi
Steering gives new handling ease, no road shock.

IT'S FREE!

0

New Value in Comfort! You can't appremete how much mom you get for your money until
you step inside. Seats are wider. There's more
headroom, legroom, shoulder room. Wider doorways! Women enter with dignity. Seats are chairheight. Match this car dollar for dollar against ell
others. Phone for • demonstration.

Be a good neighbor by having your lungs x-rayed. You not
only show your interest in the health of Caldwell county, but you
are protecting the health of your home.

•pirol fluid(NSW

YOUR SOIL
Crops •nal livestOrt
sold off the fawn rob
dui roil of it. mineral
Itoodneru You ma

rit
t
lt !,11,
1

restore lost phosphorus with owe application of FOUR
1.11AP Posed•r•t1
Pock Phosphate anal

PHOS NATE

Children under 12 years of age will be x-rayed if it is known
that they have been exposed to T. B.

frolloT.

PULA persuarii goodie *a Ns wee

WRITF. To

Only two minutes required and no clothing to be removed.

The machine will be set for the large pictures some time during
these 5 days. If you have been advised to have a large picture
made find out this special time.
"It is important to remember that Tuberculosis has no pets".
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Changes Made
At Post Office

Classified Ads

Box Rent Is Raised
Because Office Is
Now First Class

•

Thursday, June

Fria

23,1

Notice

WANTED!
tustoi
Hay
New C
Baling Minis
te

The Princeton City Board of
NAM)ES- ATa ues.-Va I ues Ladrawn; $2.45 Sears Order OfEducation will reeelVe bids for
dles better cottons and wash
lice.-Phone 2048.
lte
silts, tissue ginghams, chamthe replacement of a section of
brays, broadcloth and butcher FOR BALE: Registered pointer the roof on the Butler High
linen dresses reduced to only
pups. By Big Buster Chester- School building,
on or before
$5.00 Federated Stores
ltc
field, out of Lexington Village June 24, 1949. Bids must be
WATCH MAKING: All makes
Honey. John Williamson, Rt. sealed and received in the ofand models. Clocks, Jewelry
3, Fredonia. Phone 24-W. 2tp
fice of the Superintendent of
repaired. All work guaranteed.
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified FOR SALE: Used ice boxea, Mc- City Schhools by 12:00 noon,
Connell Electric Co.
tic June 24, 1949. Specifications for
watchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
the roof may be had upon appliProp.
tic FOR SALE: 1942 Buick Super
cation at the office of the SuperMEN'S Tackle Twill Jackets- 4-door sedan, new engine, new intendent, in the Butler High
tires. Call 2755 or 3215.
we have just the jacket for
ltc School building.
rainy weather or ideal as an
Princeton Board of Education
95-GAL. galvanized steel stock
all around sport jacket. $4.98
C. T. Pollard, secretary.
ltc
waterer. $14.25; also larger
to $7.95 Federated Stores ltc
sizes. Sears Order Office.:
Three different minerals can
Phone 2048.
1tc
RED SPOT flat wall paint be mined and used as asbestos.
only $3.00 gal.-in 12 matched FOR SALE: Case pick-up balef;
Bats' limbs are not adapted
colors with Semi-Gloss or
Case side-delivery rake At for walking.
Parmollte finish. JO/NERVSC&L Tractor Co.
"Eleven" and 'twelve" were
Btp
your friendly hardware. th
originally written "oneteen' and
HELP WANTED: Man with car
LINGERIE BARGAIN - Just
wanted for route work. $15 to "twoteen".
what you have been waiting
$20 in a day. No experience or
for, women's rayon panties in
capital required. Steady. Write
new lovely pastel colors.
today. Mr. Sharp, 120 East
Small, med., large; for only
Clark Street, Freeport, Illinois.
25e pair. Federated Stores. ltc
lip
FOR EXTRA savings on your FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
household expenses, see our
and Electrical Supplies, visit
36-inch druid domestic heavy
Stallins and Kennedy Electric
56x60 count, at 181
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
/
2c yard.
Federated Stores.
3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
ltc
tic
PHILCO is the greatest lowpriced refrigerator ever built NOW is probably the only
. . . unequalled in appearance
chance in a life time to buy a
. . . unmatched in advanced
new Solovox that is nationally
We reclean all kinds of field seed.
design features : . . with more
priced at $375.00 for only
fully usable capacity than
$250.00. This instrument does
any other refrigerator in size
the impossible. It produces 77
and at its price. Joiner Hardinstrument tone qualities. A
Seed cleaning plant open every day tc
ware Co.
wonder indeed. We only have
ltc
four
at
that
price,
so
you
had
MEN, if you want even your
better hurry. Dye Piano Co.,
ceive your seed.
work clothes to look snappy,
409 S. Main, Hopkinsville, Ky.
see our type 4 Army twill
ltc
pants-$3.49 in tan, gray and
green with shirts to match
Small
Church Holds
We reclean wheat, oats, barley, rye,
$2.49. Federated Stores.
ltc
bet.

Effective' Friday, July 1, several changes affecting box rent,
E vWEI
asses
special delivery mail and time
money order and postal savings
Volume 7
window is open will be made at
the Princeton post office, John
Mahan, postmaster, said.
These are changes which come
automatically when a post office
becomes first class, he said.
Lock box rent has been raised
as follows:
Size
1
2
3
4
Old rate .60 .75 $1
$1.50
New rate .75 $1
$1.50 $2
Rev. Ge
The money order and postal
Transyl
savings window will be open
from 8 o'clock in the morning SAVED BY ROPE AFTER BEING SWEPT OVER
To Assut
FALLS-Joseph Smith (at left in circle)
, one o
until 5 o'clock in the afternoon, the volunteers sandbagging the Verona Dam, at Bittle
Welcom
Creek, Mich., is being sucked over the
waterinstead of from 8 until 6 o'clock. fall into the whirlpool below as another volunteer tries
to hold him. Smith succeeded in grabbi
Rev. Georg
ng the
No record will be kept of rope thrown to him from shore and was pulled to safety. The
top of the dam was sandbagged to
Princeton T
special delivery letters. They will divert the flow of the Battle Creek river current so that
the body of drowned Ronnie Morgan,
14,
some his
be delivered as special delivery, could be recovered. The search lasted 46 hours.(AP Wireph
oto)
but if no one answers the door
First Christi
when postman rings the bell or
Livestock Market
o'clock wo
raps on the panel, the letter
The livestock market was
fling, Jul
will be left in the mailbox.
about the same as last week,
In 1927 th
"All valuable papers and
both as regards prices and numhis stu
money should be sent by regisPn
ber of animals sold, the Princetered mail," Mr. Mahan advised. Slim Jim Fans 20
after receivi
ton Livestock Company reports. Other Teachers
arts degree f
Make
"Each clerk who handles regisMarion Batters Fqr
TOTAL HEAD-1376
tered mail signs for it and is perPlans
aireePaad
a 13
To
Conti
nue
Long Fed Steers-$24-$26
via, In his
sonally responsible for it while 5-0 Victory
Educa
Short
tion
Fed
With
slende
Steersr
$22-$24
Jim Pickens
it is in his possessan. Special
he has work
C. T. Pollard, superintendent
Medium Quality
Ala. Belle
delivery insures only speed of throwing his strikeout pitch past
Butche
of city schools will enter Columr Cattle-$20-$22
20 Marion hitters, Princeton's
been at
delivery."
Baby Beeves-$22-$26
when h
bia University, New York, N.
Revenue for the first half of Regulars chalked up a 5-0
Fat Cows-415-$18
Y., July 1, to continue work on
:orate here.
1949 is more than $20,000 Which triumph over Marion here SunCanners and Cutters-$12-$15
his doctrate. He will be there
Rev. Mr. Fi
is the halfway mark in the day aftern
oon.
Bulls-417-$20
six weeks. Mrs. Pollard wills atlive board of
amount of revenue to keep a
Pickens gave up but two hits Stock Cattle-$18-$24
tend the University of Kentucky,
tion of the Di
post office first class, Mr. Mahan
and hurled masterfully from the Feeder Cattle-$19-$23
' director of
Lexington, this summer.
said.
sup of yo
start. Roy Conyer, on the hill Milk Cows per Head-$71-$118
Russell Goodaker, principal of
and Chris
Eastside Grade School, _will
for Marion, gave up only six Best Spring Lambs.-$24.40
Gets Hole-In-One
Cairo ca
hits, but enough of them were Medium Spring Lambs-$20
work on his master's degree this
Portchester, N. Y.-(AP)---Jes- bunche
be at the
summer at the University of
d in the fifth inning for VEALS
se B. Jacobson, 20, failed to two
been co
Kentucky. James Maddox, agruns to cross the plate. His Fancy Veals-$24.80
"Driv
e-In" Service
break 100 but he did get a hole- mates
smce it sta
riculture teacher at Butler, will FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
didn't aid the cause any No. 1 Veals-24.80
Rising Sun, Ind.-(AP)-The
in- one. Playing the Green Val- by
Korean ---specializing
Until last y
Cruiser control, shift to Scott- Rising Sun
take a two and a half weeks'
making four bobbles in the No. 2 Veals-23.25
Baptist Church colley course his tee shot went In- field.
of die Great
Throwouts--$16.75
Atwater. Warm up in neutral lapsed in
refresher course offered by the
April
while
being
reto the cup on the 131-yard third
pies Union,
shift to reverse and forward. 4 paired
College of Agriculture and Home
Score by innings.
R. H. E. HOGS
. So the congregation arhole. He used a No. 8 iron, Marion
' lading chu
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
Economics, University of Ken___000 000 000-0 2 4 200-030---$20.50
/
2 h. p. with ranged for drive-in service
s each
switching from a No. 7 on the Prince
d Northern
shift. Williams Texaco Service
tucky.
Ky. 31 Fescue
ton _110 030 00x-5 6 I 235-280-$20.30
Sunday evening during the sumadvice of another player. His
:ears he has
StationPlum and Main St
Mrs. Kay Pruett, emergency
Conyer and R. Johnson; Pick- 285-400-$19.50
mer in the town park.
18-hole score was 100.
'.e Ludlow Ro
Phone 2445.
405 & up--None Offered
teacher at Eastside, is at Murens and Morgan, Lewis.
tic
The first service was attonded
He was chai
PIANOS: Both new and used.
120-155--$19.50
ray State College, Murray.
by about 200 persons who sat
w Red Craz
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
160-195-$20.40
Those attending Murray from
Vetch------can separate wheat from vetcil
ip their parked cars while the
is Spring art
'Hopkinsville, Ky.
Roughs 450 & Under $18.'0
the Caldwell county rystem in52tp Rev. Louis L. Day
he cup for c
conducted
Roughs over 450 $15.50
clude Misses Cleo Harte and
siervic
JUST RECEIVED-.a new shipes with a refreshment
enton county
Pearl Hartigan and Mesdames
ment of mens 8 oz. Denim .and as a pulpit.
yond its goal.
Edith
Mason,
Ilene
Guess,
JuaJute bags, fescue bags, cotton bogs for
Rct. Robert G. Riley Is
"Now we are all in church,"
work pants and overalls, speRev. Mr. Fil
nita Morse, Eva Creasey, Virginia
cial $1.86. Federated Stores ltc he told his parishioners. "Let us
eared in Bou
Transferred To Japan
Strong and Dora Cherry.
respect it as if we were in one
•as graduated
Rct. Robert G. Riley, son of
Mrs. Hazel King, of the coun- FOR SALE: Used Frigidaire reof the world's most costly cathedhool. Mrs. Fi
Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Riley, ty system, is attending Wester
frigerators. McConnell Electric rals.
n
rgia English,
Hanberry Apartments, has been State College, Bowling Green,
Co.
tic "Let there be no smoking
see two child
transferred to Osaka, Japan,
for
d Brenda, 10.
FOR SUMMER coolness, see our the next hour and. if you have a
where he will join the mediKy. Lake Association
Ogden Memor*
men's sharkskin and tropical chew of tobacco in your mouth
cal department of Headquarters,
entral Presbyt
trousers in gray, blue, tan and please park it on a stump some27th Infantry Regiment, 25th To Elect Officers
re dismissing S
brown: in all sizes-$4.98 to where. Nothing will disturb it,
Directors and members of the
Infantry Division. Rct. Riley en'Ices so that th
not even a billy goat. After
$7.95 Federated Stores
listed in the Army in April, 1948. Kentucky Lake Association will
the
ltc
Phone 1780
attend
service
Hoploris
is
t
over
you
can
Prior to that time he was a ma- hold the annual election of of- VISIT
go
--back
WHITEY'S
hutch, the
SERVICE and get it."
chine . operator at Princeton ficers meeting at Kentucky Dam
STATION for Standard Oil
miners Brins
State Park July 1, starting at
Hosiery Mills.
Products.
vid W. Schul
Efficient
service Try a Leader Classified
4:30 o'clock, P. B. Gholson, secAd!
guaranteed; quick road service.
k. Services
When you want to combine retary-treasurer, Murray, an'clock.
Phone 3931.
tic
salad and dessert fill pear halves nounced this week. The meeting
A fellowship
(fresh or canned) with a mixture was postponed from June 24, in FOR SHEER, cool beauty and
the new mini
of finely cut celery, walnuts order to have Gov. Earle C.
ideal for those hot days
on 8:30 until
Clemen
ts
present. A buffet supahead, see our 39-inch sheer
and mayonnaise; serve on roaY night. July 7,
W. Main St.
lawn and dimity-59c and 69c
Phone 2441
maine or escarole. Finely out per will be served at 6:30 o'clock
A congrog
yard. Federated Stores.
dates may also be added to the for all who have made reserva-21 follow the
ltc
tions. Dr. R. L. Cash and G. M.
pear filling if desired.
e Mr. Filer
Pedley are directors of the as- FOR THAT well-dressed look,
•,cr of the
see our men's tropical worsociation for Caldwell county.
rs planned
sted suits in tan, blue, and
ASPARAGUS, Val Vita, Green Tips
vierairt, Cu
gray. $24.75 to $27.50 FederLipstick Prevents Fire
SODA CRACKERS, Ovenkist,
an and Chr
ated Stores.
16 oz. can
ltc
Lucien, Okla.-(AP)-A. D
lie
2-1b. box
will spea
1
Sehnaithman found a new use ATTENTION, FARM
BABY FOOD, Gerbers, Mat. cut,
24, in the M
ERS! Just
VIENNA SAUSAGE, Oscar Mayer
for lipstick-and prevented a
received a shipment of amstrained, 41
/
2 oz. can
crown,4 oz. can
train fire.
11
monium nitrate. Get your needipeline Work
While on the station platform
PAPER NAPKINS, Diamond Fold
TOMA
TO JUICE, College Inn, tansy
ed amount while it is availhere, he saw fire shooting from
rriving Here
able. Robinson
46 oz. can
Feed
125 to pkg. pkg.
and
the journal box on one of the
Trucking Co. Phone 2159. 3tc
who will
CHEW
ING
Popula
GUM,
All
r
LOHO
MA,
Wohle
White, Potatoes
wheels of a freight train,
Peline to b
AUTO
Sc
variety
GLASS
..
, 3 for
: Sheet safety
19 oz. can
He quickly took his girl
(lion are arr.
glass cut and installed in all
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty
friend's lipstick, picked up a
;ft A check
PAPER FORKS AND SPOONS
cars. Williams Texaco Service
piece of cardboard and scrawled
•g is to be r
19
oz.
can
for
2
Packag
e
Station, Corner Plum & main
"fire". Engineer Otto Brarnmer
rooms WI
JELLO, all flavors,
Phone 557.
GREEN BEANS AND POTAT
and Conductor Dan Wright saw
tfc
,i-nished a
OES,
From Bendix, a new automatic
3 packages
the warning sign and stopped DAVID
Nancy Lee, 19 oz. can
BRADLEY manure
SWEET PICKLES, Dutch Maid,
the train in time.
agitator washer at
spreader; two-wheel tractorPAPER CUPS, Dixie
Srmau
32 oz. jar
oreaTub
Wod
a price every family can afford!
Package
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunts
PICKLES, Dutch Maid, sour
16 oz. can
Now! Bendix presents the simplest, newest,
w- fc,
32 oz. jar
POTATO SALAD, Lady Betty.
automatic washer at the world's lowest price!
OLIVES, Shufeldt, Stuffed
16 oz. jar
The new Bendix Economat I
Ur,
Farm
5 oz. jar
PAPE
R PLATES, Diamond, dozen
White
House
Paint
lock Friday
gal. $4.80
39(
The utterly different D7ondertubs-the flexible,
••
POTATO STICKS, Gordon,
9
inch,
pkg.
Pure
Gum
ts)de
Plain
Turpentine
triple-action tub made of metexaloy that eliminates
Grade
gal. $1.00
PAPE
R
21
HOT
/
2
be
oz.
can
DRINK CUPS,
shown at
Point Thinner
so many expensive parts-makes this
1 1(
P.
gal. $1.00
package
PRESERVES, Apricot, Smuck
Brown. Jr., p
ers
Shellac Thinner
washday miracle possible!
are 317 me
gal. $1.00
POTTED MEAT, LIbby's
3 32-oz, jars
ell County
Black Asphalt Roof Coating
See the Bendix Economat with the Wonder
$
00
5-gal
31
/
2
.
oz.
can
can
$2.75
tubs
MASON JARS, quarts, doz.
79c
Red Roof Paint
that revolutionizes washing, draining, squeeze-dr
•
PIMENTOES, Sunshine
5-gal. can $10.50
ying!
Pints, dozen
..................
You'll say it's a dream come true!
Aluminum Paint
4 oz. can
gal. $4.00
pio.
p
laaitto
eri
n, r
•Wronchrtsib guaranteedfor 3 years!
Folding Camp Stools

NEW CASE BAI:

Jo Pre

Phone 3007

Pickens In Form
So Regulars Win

Supt. Pollard To
Study At Columbia

Complete Seed Cleanii
AND SEED TREATING SERVICE

FOR SALE!

We now have a number of houses
and lots for sale ... and several

Cayce-Yost Co., Inc.

farms.

C. A. Woodall

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE

RED FRONT OFFERS

COFFEE, LovingCup
31b.

lb. 40c

$1.15

25(4

Triple-Action Wondertub is Secret of

"THE WASHER THAT
COULDN'T HAPPEN!"

VI(
13(4
1(k
16f
1(k
25(

JUNE SPECIALS

11

69(

17995
INCLUDES NORMAL INSTALLATIONS

Only $36.00 Down - 24 months
To Pay

COSTS LESS TO MAKE! COSTS LESS TO BUY!
NO WRINGER! NO SPINNING! NO BOLTING DOWN!

75c
Hose Reels
$1.50
Plastic Water Pitchers
$1.00
Crank Flour Sifters •
45c
Milk Strainers
50c
Monarch Deluxe Bicycles
$39.75
Union Roller Skates
pair $2.50
For The Best Values In Hardware
SHOP

MEAT SPECIALS

FRESH PORK LOINS

(8 - 12) average
FRYERS, fresh, full
dressed, lb.

Phone 3141

ALABAMA, WHITE CORN
per ear

13(i
5f

FrontRed

HARDWARI CO.
Tenth and Virginia

St.
Hopkinsville

Phone 3:i2

55f

ROAST. Loin or Rib end
pound
LOIN CHOPS, Small Lean
pound

POTATOES, Tennessee

111

JuniorAm
balltea
11
n.a:I
t:
ticeaitl'tae
si-ri n
,rti

FRESH FRUITS AND PRODUC
E

WATERMELONS, Georgia
26 to 28 lb. lb.

B. N. LUSBY COMPANY
132 E. Main St.

,gue,mi nt ();,uitn, .iez.

NI ‘k

Cobblers, 10 lb. bag
TOMATOES, Tennessee,
vine ripe, lb.

Stores

Listen to "Bing Sings"
Daily WSON, Henderson, Ky. 9
A. M.
WVJS 6 P. M. Owen
sboro., Ky., Week Days
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